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The Recovery Peo~le for 26 years
Alcohol, Substance Abuse &Mental Health Programs for individuals and families ~ Detoxification •Residential
Care
Outpatient Services •Halfway House •Conveniently located throughout Michigan and Florida •Accredited by the
Joint Commission on Accrediation of Health Care Organizations QCAHO).
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

This

month at the EAPA Annual

ment settings, medical facilities, DOE-

Conference, member-approved
changes to the structure and
functioning of the Association will be
inaugurated. EAPA has taken apart and
examined its structures during these
past two years in order to create something better, more resilient, and, most
importantly, more responsive to its
membership.
We know from organizational developmentprinciples that the structure
of an organization influences its functionality. The new structure of this Association intends to support rational
decisionmaking.
My thanks to Jim Oher, Chairperson,
and other members of the Bylaws Committee: Richard Bollaert, Russ Binicki,

regulated industries, etc., as well as EA
program and managed behavioral
healthcare firms, union member assistance programs, external program directors and staff, corporate EA
managers and staff, EA program/
worker's compensation programs and
services, international work,and the list
goes on—each group has unique clientcharacteristics, cultural anomalies,
specific operating guidelines, tailored
methods of service delivery, and applicable program goals.
EA staff in these programs require
specialized training, continuing education, peer networking opportunities,
and ethics/values clarification at international, national, and local levels.
Together, these special groupings of
EA professionals share many common
standards, practitioner certification,
legislation and public policy priorities,
conference topics, computer programs,
professional identity, etc. But do not
let these common features overshadow
the poignant need for alliance with
members of one's special interest
group.
Within the next two to three years,
EAPA must face the diversity within this
profession and choose to either accommodatethese d iverse EA constituencies
or lose these groups to other professional membership organizations.
EAPA can emerge as a federation of
EA professional specialty groups, each
having representation on the Board of
Directors, along with the Employee Assistance Certification Commission and
the Accreditation Committee. In this
manner, EAPAwill acknowledge its diverse populations and retain their ranks
through recognition of their special
needs and the active application of
customer service principles and techniques.
The traditional membership categories of internal, external, and labor no
longer suffice as accurate descriptors
of EA practitioners. We desperately
need institutional research to learn
more about our diverse membership.

Terry Cowan, Robert Dorris, Pat
Patrick, James Roth, and Susan SwanGrainger. Also thanks to Jon
Christensen, Chairperson of the Transition Committee, along with members
Carole Stevenson, Linda Sturdivant,
Bob Challenger, Carol Irons, and EAPA
Secretary Tamara Cagney for their unwavering commitment to propelling
the implementation of the Bylaws
changes.
This reconfiguration positions EAPA
wel I for the sweeping waves of change
that inevitably engulf our Association
from time to time. The Board will be
able to respond more swiftly and flexibly, giving voice to their constituencies as they manage emerging
conditions. In addition, chapter officers, national committee chairpersons,
and national Board members will have
several opportunities for orientation
and training during this Annual Conference so they can become familiar
with their responsibilities to the Association.
This structural change delineated in
the Bylaws also positions us well for
the next iteration of EAPA. We surely
are al I aware that our arena of practice
has grown more complex and diversified.
EA professionals in higher education, DOT-regulated industries, govern4
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The data gathered from such a process
will provide the basis for greater specificity indescribing membership categories, suggest logical groupings of such
categories, and ultimately lead to a new
paradigm for representing this membership on the Board of Directors.
What do you think? What is your
future vision for the structure and function ofour Association? This is a good
time to make your thoughts known to
the new Board of Directors and local
chapter officers. Speak to them at this
Annual Conference or write to them c/
0 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington,
C~
Virginia 22201.
~anEEim~ ~.mrn~anrtner~ irn ~.~narg~e
CREDIT EDUCATION STRATEGIES
A Satellite 'I~aining Conference
for Community Educators and 'IYainers
December 7, 1994
Noon to 2 pm (Central Time)
• learn how to help others deal with the
changing world of credit
•

•

~isfen Eo and question Terry Savage, Geiti
Detweiler and Luther Gatling about credit
choices, costs and control
discover how to implement a credit
education program in your community from

David McNally
• ~efwork with other leaders from your
community
For more information contact:
Jayne Hager Dee, Iowa State University,
1094 LeBaron Hall, Ames, Iowa 50011
515-294-6105
Brought to you by the Coopernlive Extension System and t/~e Office
Public Nerponsibi/iry, American Exprers Company

Employee Assistance
Program Coordinator
Kaiser Permanente is seeking qualified, diverse applicants for several EAP Coordinator positions in its Northern California
Region. Positions will have responsibility
at medical centers and hospitals for daily
operations of broad EAP services and may
also include responsibility for supervision
of EAP counselors.
Candidates must have an advanced level
of clinical and EAP experience. Clinical experience must include significant chemical dependency and trauma response
work,crisis intervention, and brief psychotherapy;program experience must include
training design and implementation.
Positions also require Master's in social
work, psychology or related human servicesdiscipline; CA license (or eligible) in
behavioral sciences; and 2-3 years' EAP
experience. Internal model experience preferred.
We offer an excellent salary and benefits
package. Send resume and salary history
to: Regional Personnel/SJ038, PO Box
12916,Oakland,CA94604-3021. We are
an EEO/AA employer.

u
DynCorp, a leader in providing Occupational Health
Services, has afull-time position available for an Employee
Assistance Counselor at our National Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC)client facility in Atlanta, GA.
Primary responsibility is counseling employees within a
culturally diverse workforce. Your qualifications should
include a Bachelor's degree in a related field, eligibility or
certification as a CEAP practitioner, and at least 1 year
experience in work-based counseling. Proficiency in diversity issues, substance abuse and counseling on emotional
problems required. Background in conflict mediation and
stress management as well as practice in a diverse workforce preferred.
We are an employee-owned company, providing competitive compensation and benefits. If you are interested in
pursuing this challenging opportunity, please mail your
resume or curriculum vitae to: Dr. Gregg Kasting, DynCorp,
CDC Occupational Health Clinic, Mailstop A-29, 1600
Clifton Road, Atlanta, GA 30333.
DynCorp is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V

~►y~7co►,"~

Kaiser f'ermanente
Good People. Good Medicine!

W¢Icom¢ to Fill RttQnd¢QS of thQ
23rd annual Conf¢r¢ncQ!
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Sandra Turner, President
George Cobbs, Vice President
Tamara Cagney, Secretary
Madeleine Tramm, Treasurer
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Ann K. Baxter
Eastern Region
Dottie Blum
Mid-Atlantic Region
Phillip A. Hess
Mid-West Region
Jon Christensen
North Central Region
Carole A. Stevenson
Pacific Region
B.R.(Bob) Challenger
Southern Region
Janet Mug
Southwest Region
Robert A. Mines
Western Region
Aroon Shah
Canadian Region
Vaughn Mosher
International Region

COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
Debra Reynolds, Accreditation
Irene Simonetti, Advisor to
EAPA Exchange
James M. Oher, Bylaws
Thomas J. Elliott, Education and Training
Dan Lanier, Ethics
Gary Maltbia, Ethnic &Cultural Concerns
Jack McMabe, Labor
Joseph T. O'Sullivan, Legislative &Public
Policy
Carol N. Irons, Membership
Richard G. Wall, Program Managers
Kirk Harlow, Dr. PH, Research
Jane 011endorff, Standards
Patrice M. Muchowski, Treatment
Linda M. Sturdivant, Woman's Issues
John Burke, Chairperson
Employee Assistance
Certification Commission

EAPA Exchange
Kay Springer, Editor
Published By:
EAPA, Inc.
2101 Wilson Blvd. •Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 522-6272 •Fax (703) 522-4585
To advertise in the Exchange, contact:
Kay Springer
(703) 522-6272 •Fax (703) 522-1260

The Exchange welcomes the opportunity to review member submissions for publication, and to retain and use
them as appropriate. The Exchange reserves the right to
editor decline subnissio~u as necessary. Published Articles by members do not necessarily reflect Association philosophy or policy.
°1994 by Employee Assistance Professional Association,
Inc. Reproduction without writien permission is expressly prohibited. Publication of signed articles does
not co~titute endorsement of personal views of authors.
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EAPA &THE EMPLOYEE
ASSISTANCE CERTIFICATION COMMISSION
announce

Now TopDrawer makes
the insurance connection
while delivering complete,
economical EAP record keeping
TopDrawer, Version 3.0, adds aservice-provider
information screen to record and monitor insurance
required claim information.
Yet, TopDrawer is still the most inexpensive, easy-touseclient record keeping and reporting system.
It still provides full~screen intake and case record
updates with pop•up help and classifieation menus. It
still maintains a referral database so you can match
your resources to elients. It still tracks non~client
activities such as training, interventions, &
workshops. It's still easy~to~learn, easy~to•use and
produces meaningful, uneomplieated activity reports.
It's still only S485.00.

TopDrawer keeps it simple
FREE SAMPLE PROGRAMI
Call 1 800-3540428
or 303-7989606
FAX 303.8507977

ROTHSCHILD'S

F~~eg

Aothschild~g
P.O. Box 3108
Littleton CO 801 B 1

FILES

Presents

Customized Software
Solutions
• C.T.S.- EAP CASE TRACKING
SOFTWARE
• WCOMP -Workers Compensation
Claim Tracking
• UTILITY - Utilization Review/
Managed Care Tools
• SAFENET -Safety Case and Facility
Tracking
• HEALTHTRAC - Health, Weight &
Nutrition Monitoring
Systems are user-friendly, easily integratetl with your existing systems, and
easily customized. Customized solutions
for personnel, mental health, marketing,
antl other applications. Available on IBM
PCs and compatibles as well as IBM
mainframes.
For information, call
1-800-4216429

CJEAP EXAMINATION DATES

1995
Exam Date:
Application Cut-offDate:
Exam Date:
Application Cut-offDate:

May 13, 1995
March 17, 1995
December 2, 1995
October 6, 1995

Eligibility Requirements: You must have three years Lull-time EAP experience,or a minimum of 3,000 hours,over at least three years, of part-time experience in EAP. The completed Exam Application must be postmarked no later
than the cut-off date.
Requirements Explanation: CEAP
Your experience in EAP must be from
examina4ion eligibility requires on-the- direct employment, or internship, or conjob EAP knowledge gained solely tractedresponsibilitiesforperformingboth
through EA experienc~it is not shared EAP clinical and organizational consultby or simply transferred from related ing activities. You must show accountabilduties, other professions or academic ity for EAP operations at specific
credits.
organization(s).
for information, write
EAPA, lnc.•Attn: EACC•2101 Wlson Boulevard •Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201

Gay,Lesbian,
Bisexual Clients?
ChoosePRIDE.
In extensive outcome studies conducted by researchers from Yale University and the University of Pennsylvania,lesbian and gay patients treated at
the Pride Institute re-enter society with a greater likelihood for long-term
sobriety than lesbian and gay patients treated in mainstream programs.
Founded eight years and 3,000 graduates ago,Pride Institute is the nation's
first and only JCAHO accredited alcohol and drug treatment center devoted
exclusively to lesbian, gay and bisexual patients. In addition to our 12-step
based program,Pride Institute patients heal from shame/low self-esteem,
HIV/Aids related stress and grief and self-destructive behavior.
Pride Institute now also offers a
psychiatric program to treat:
• Depression
• Sexual addiction/compi.tlsivit~
• Survivors of abuse
• Enting disorders
Pride Institute patients leave ready
to live a healthy, productive lifestyle

PRIDE INSTITUTE

For information, please call

7-800-54-PRIDE

Pride Institute offers competitively priced managed care and corporate rates.
Come see us at Booth 102
at the EAPA Conference
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gow EAPA has

to i~fl~eIlCe state le~ISlatloIl

by Sheila Macdonald, Director of Legislation and Public Policy
tates are on the move, no doubt
about it. State legislators are increasingly interested in licensing
professionals and,employee assistance
(EA) practitioners are among their targets. The purpose of this article is to
provide background on recent and projected state activities as well as information on a proposed model state EA
professional licensure act and a review
of EAPA's policies on the issue.

Pressures for Licensure
To understand why and how EAPA
and its state chapters will be responding to expected initiatives by states in
1995, it is important to recognize the
sources of pressure for EA professional
licensure. A review suggests that there
have been many sources. For example:
• State officials trying to assure professional and program quality;
• State legislators seeking new funds
through licensure fees;
• State EAPA chapters reacti ng or proacting to state actions;
• Related or competitive professional
or organizational groups looking to
expand their spheres and/or narrow
or infringe upon EA professionals'
areas of activity; and,
• The National Alliance for Model
State Drug Laws (MSDLs) promoting passage of 42 MSDLs, including one that provides language for
EA professional licensure, with reference to EAPA certification.

State Requirements
Although it is hard to pinpoint exactlywhat has happened or is expected
to happen in 50 states, the information
(in box on page 8)suggests there are a
number of licensure laws already on
the books with indications that more
are on the way.
As 1995 approaches and states plan
their agendas, EAPA and its members

The most efifective way to
cope with change is to
help create ~t.
L.W. Lynette

will have a choice as to whether they
will watch states take action or become
more proactive and try to have an input to that action.
To date, 2 states are known to have
passed laws that provide for licensure
and 9 others are believed to have some
relation to EA programs. Some of these
laws specify degrees as part of the
licensure requirement for groups related to the EA field; 4 of them reference EAPA's certification program.

The President's Commission
Because EAPA was concerned about
drug problems in the United States as
well as state licensure efforts directed
at employee assistance professionals or
their programs, we began working with
the Presidential Commission on
MSDLs.

In 1988, Congress had passed the
Anti-Drug Abuse Amendments. Among
the components was a provision to create a six-month bipartisan Presidential
Commission to develop state legislative responses to drug abuse problems.
This Commission was funded in 1991
and its 23 commissioners, including
representatives of employee assistance
professionals, were sworn in on November 16, 1992.
The Commission's mission was:

"to develop comprehensive
model state laws to significantly
reduce, with the goal to eliminate, alcohol and other drug
abuse in America through effective use and coordination ofprevention, education, treatment,
enforcement, and corrections."

To facilitate its mission, the Commission held public hearings around the
country to gather information on five
broad topics:
• Economic remedies against drug
traffickers
• Community mobilization and coordinated state drug planning mechanisms
• Crime code enforcement against
drug offenders

• Alcohol and other drug treatment
• Drug-free families, schools, and
workplaces
This Commission, through the
model law mechanism, provided EAPA
the opportunity to suggest language
that could accomplish two objectives:
(1) institute EA programs to help with
state drug problems; and (2) set up
licensure based on EAPA's certification
criteria. This was a chance for EAPA to
create guidelines for states to use when
drafting legislation.

EAPA Shapes Model Laws
EAPAtestified at the workplace hearings, where EAPA national and chapter staff, EACC, and EA professionals
had input to six workplace-related
model laws.
One of those laws —the Model
Employee Assistance Professionals Act
— provided suggested language for EA
programs and a licensure mechanism
based on the criteria of EAPA's certified employee assistance professional
(CEAP) program. So EAPA succeeded
on two fronts, addressing both drug
problems and licensure criteria in one
model law.
After publishing its 42 recommended MSDLs in December 1993,
the Presidential Commission on Model

State Drug Laws went out of business.
(See box on page 9 for provisions of
the EA model.)
Continued on page 8
NOVEMBER 1994
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EAP Licensure
from page 7

If you are planning for a
year, sew rice;
If you are planning for a
decade, plant frees;
If you are planning for a
lifetime, educate people.

EAPA Board Consideration
After publication, one of the model
laws—the Model EA Professionals
Act—was brought before the EAPA
Board of Directors for consideration.
Since then, a number of EAPA chapters have used the model to shape
licensure proposals that have appeared
before their legislatures. No state has
adopted the Model EA Professionals
legislation to date, but many are ex-

- Chinese proverb
pected to consider it in 1995. The

Board will reconsider the Model EA
Professionals Act at its November 1994
meeting in Boston.

National Alliance on Model
State Laws Established
After the demise of the Presidential
Commission, afollow-up group—the
National AI liance for Model State Drug
Laws,orthe AIIlance—was establ fished
to pursue passage of the 42 MSDLs.
The Alliance is funded by the U.S.
Department of~ustice, and is located
in Alexandria, Virginia. Executive Director Sherry Green works with the
states to begin the process of adopting
the MSDLs.

Where It's the Law!
States with EAP Licensure
Laws
In 1993,Tennessee passed an EAP
licensure law; it incorporated
EAPA's definition of an EA professional as well as education re-

quirements (high school) and
minimum standards;the language
is considered a compromise; and
provisions of this law could be
revisited in the future.
North Carolina passed a law that
establishes a commission to set
rules for the certification of EA
providers; it incorporates EAPA's
definition of EA programs.
States with Partial EAP
~_W~~"P1~d16'~ ~9'C~I.IIB'("~ll~Il~S

New York requires EA professionalsseeking funding from the New
York Office of Alcoholism and
Substance Abuse Services to be
certified under OASAS guidelines.
The requirement specifically defines an EA program.
Arizona has a Substance Abuse
Counseling Certification Law.
"The rules which accompany the
law ...however, grandparented
in individuals who were CEAPs."*

State Laws That Impact EA
Professionals or Programs
• In 1991, New Jersey passed a law
that "requires individuals performingassessment and psycho-therapeuticcounseling, of individuals,
families or groups to be certified

8
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and/or licensed as a social worker
with a master's degree or doctorate I
in social work ...Individuals working in an employee assistance program orwho are ...(CEAPs)are not
exempt."*
Nebraska has enacted a uniform licensing law (with master's degree
requirement) that covers short- and
long-term counseling as well as other
core EA program activities; there are
no exemptions for EA professionals
or CEAPs.

States with Partial or Full
Exemptions for EA
Professionals or CEAPs
Florida has passed a professional
practices licensing act that covers
core EA program areas, but does not
specifically call for EAP licensure.
Missouri has a licensing law for psychologists, professional counselors,
and social workers; "the Missouri
Chapter of EAPA was successful in
exempting CEAPs and EA professionals who are members of EAPA acting within the scope of activities
related to education and employment. The exemptions do not extend
to EAPswho providedirect long-term
therapy and counseling services."*
Maine's licensure law "exempts EA
professionals from licensure requirementsfor counseling professionals."*
Nevada has a voluntary certification
program for EA professionals; to
qualify for certification, an EAP must
provide"* specified programs that
basically match an EA program's
core services.*

In 1993,Georgia passed a professional practices law, the intent of
which is to cover all professional
practitioners; rules for EA professionals are not in final form; the
licensing commission is looking
to the EA professional community
for suggestions on licensure.

States Expected to Consider
EA Professionals Licensure in
1995
In Louisiana,the Office of the Attorney General has established a
commission to consider the
Model EA Professionals Act and
EA licensing for introduction in
the legislature; several EA professionals have been appointed to
the commission and are working
on language.
EAPA has received a call from a
Wisconsin legislator about EA licensing; the Legislative and Public Policy Department has
forwarded copies of the Model EA
Professionals Act and the text of
the Tennessee EA professional
licensure law; three Wisconsin
EAPA chapters are working with
the legislator.
EA licensure action is also expected in Missouri and perhaps
Virginia, as well as some of the
states where the National Alliance
will be promoting MSDLs in 1995
(MS, LA, CA, HA, IA, IL, FL, GA,
SC, NC, PA, NJ).
* Information quoted from previous issues of
the Exchange.

Green is also working with interested parties who want to make additional changes to the model texts
published in December 1993. Since
models are only proposals, additions
and changes can be offered at any time
and, indeed, state legislators can reshapethem during the legislative process. In response to contact from the
Alliance's Board, several members of
the EA professional community have
drafted suggested changes to the language of the EA model.
These proposed changes to the original language, and the rationalefortheir
recommendation, are discussed in
more detail in a related article developed for the Exchange by David
Stohler, southern regional Legislative
and Public Policy (L&PP) representative of the L&PP Committee.(See pages
10 - 11.) These proposed changes will
be placed into EAPA's policy formation
channels and considered at the Annual
Conference in Boston. C~?

Provisions of the Model EA Professionals Act
• Recognizes the role of employee
assistance programs(EAPs) in the
workplace;
• Recognizes the cost-benefit of
EAPs to business;
• Recognizes the need for certification and licensure of all EA professionals.
• Provides three options for setting
up state certification boards;
• Provides for licensure based on
CEAP criteria;
• Requires lic:ensure fees;
• Provides for license suspension;
• Provides for EAPs where there are
workplace substance abuse testing programs;

• Provides for annual employee
and supervisor substance abuse
training;
• Establishes confidentialityof EAP
records;
• Provides that the state licensing
agency assist employers with program evaluation;
• Provides an annual 10 percent
state tax credit to employers that
have EAPs; and,
• Provides a mechanism for setting
up consortia for EAP service delivery to small business.

~c
New Video on
~~ p ~
DOT Alcohol ~
Drug Rules for EAPs, CEAPs, ~ SAPs

'~.~

Do you know:
■
the 5 prohibited behaviors
concerning alcohol use?
■
the 5 types of alcohol tests permitted?
■
the consequences of a .02 to .04 positive
alcohol test?
■
the changes in the drug testing rules?
■
the definition of a'BAT'?
■
when a driver must be referred to a

substance abuse professional?

If you, or your organization, need to know more, watch and listen
to Donna Smith,Acting Assistant Director,Department ofTransportation,
under whose guidance the rules were developed.The "What You Need to
Know Aboutthe DOT Alcohol and Drug Rules: Executive Briefing" video
comes with a 56 page Handbook that meets the requirements for written
communication about the alcohol rules to employees in safety sensitive
positions. $99.95
To help you in the DOT training of supervisors there is a new "What
You Need to Know: Supervisor Training KiY' that uses live action scenes
to demonstrate how to implement the new rules. The Kit includes 3
videos, Leader's Guide, DOT Handbook,and Workbook Binder.$249.00
The "What You Need to Know: Driver Alert KiY', with a video,
Leaders Guide, and DOT Handbook, meets the one hour substance abuse
training and written communication requirements for drivers. $99.95

All three Programs are available at a special price of$395.00.

~~d
~1

Contact Buckley Video Publishing (415) 383-2009 for more
information or to place your order.

1

Developed in co-operationwiththe Employee Assistance Pro(essionalsAssociation.
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!'roposed Changes to lllodel SAP ~aw—

I~hancin~ Oiir Credib''t~
by David Stohler

In

designing the proposed Model EA
Professionals Act for licensure, the
Presidents Commission (now the
National Alliance on Model State Drug
Laws,or simply the AI I lance), was seekingsupport for earlier Drug-Free Workplace (DFWP) initiatives. Many of the
state activities relating to the DFWP
and drug testing implicated EA programs either by reference or by statute. However, nothing of substance
had been accomplished under the
DFWP program.
The President's Commission sought
to propose universal standards by
which states could help stop drug
abuse. Commission members helped
assure that EA programs would be represented and, in the process, made
acceptable to the business and legislative communities.

Strong EA Professional
Advocates
The Commission's Task Force as-

signed to address these and other related issues was made up of a mixture
of professionals from the field as well
as business and legal representatives.
In fact, the Task Force Chair was an
Atlanta-based attorney named Robert
T. Thompson,Jr., author of a book titled
Substance Abuse and Employee Rehabilitation.
In both his book and his actions Mr.
Thompson has been a strong advocate
for EA professional services as an integralpart ofany effective employee program. Mr. Thompson, along with
Barbara Murdock,CEAP,current president of the Georgia EAPA Chapter,
were instrumental in the Georgia
DFWP law reflecting, as strongly as it
does, on the involvement of an EA program as anecessary step in complying
with certification of the state program.
To ensure that they were moving in
the right direction, the Task Force in-

cluded input and influence from both
EAPA and EACC. In fact, their primary
reference to the credential necessary
for licensure is the CEAP credential.
10
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How the EA Community
Worked for Change

And, as they developed their models,
they referenced EACC as the standard
setter with regard to credentials.
Problem: No EA

Professionals' Input
A problem appears to have surfaced,
however. Given the parameters and the
confines of their charter, the Presidents
Commission left too much to the assumption of state regulatory function
and, as such, created some levels of
discomfort among the EA professionals, this author included. Even though
the EAPA Board had reviewed and supported the final draft, members of the
EA community were looking at the proposed Model EAP Law and imagining
worst case scenarios.
And well they might. Within the past
two years, both Florida and Georgia,
the two most recently active states in
this arena, have passed Practice Protection Laws that have had no consideration from the EA professionals
communities but which have had direct impact on EA program functions.
Given the timing of the legislative
bodies and the process by which those
laws were passed, the EA professionals communities in both states have
been left in the position of reacting instead of having input on the formative
end of things.

As Legislative and Public Policy
(L&PP) Representative for the Southern
Region over the past three plus years,
have had the opportunity to be involvedwith, or at least bean informed
spectator of, many of the processes
surrounding these issues.
Residing in Florida for the past 12
years and now living in Georgia, I have
been I ike someone who had a front row
seat at the circus. I have been able to
gain access to those who guided the
formative process of some of these issues.
Recently, I was introduced to Mike
Moore, the Attorney General for the
State of Mississippi and Chair of the
Alliance. The Alliance has recently received funding to enable it to advance
its initiatives in the various state legislatures, beginning January 1995.
had the opportunity to express to
him the concerns of the EA community regarding the proposed licensure
law. He was quite receptive and expressedhis opinion that EA professionals should be comfortable and
supportive of their initiative. In that
interest, he asked if I would consider
re-working the proposed Model EA
Professionals Act to address issues
raised. I was asked to carry out that task
as a consultant, not as an EAPA representative.
enlisted the services of Barbara
Murdock and we set about incorporatingthe changes/concerns that had been
raised. When finished, the re-worked
document was sent to the EACC for
review and comment and it also was
forwarded to the Alliance.
The recommended substantive
changes are as follows:
1. Incorporation of the full range of
EA program services and the relationship ofthe core functions of EA
professionals.
Theoriginal model language was
drafted primarily as a support

mechanism to DFWP legislation
and, as such, addressed only substance abuse and its relative issues.
The rewrite provides for the full
spectrum of EA program issues and
problem areas within the Model itself, ratherthan allowing legislators'
discretion to determine what may
or may not be included in those specific areas of concern.
2. Specific provision to assure the use
of CEAP licensure criteria.
Much concern has been expressed that legislators, following
icensing prescriptions for other professional groups, will fail to understandthe history, development, and
workplace nature of the EA profession, and will make inappropriate
adjustments to existing EAPA CEAP
licensure criteria. If steps are not
taken to assure that the full range of
experience and formal and informal
educational paths are recognized,
they could be lost in blunt responses
of state legislators who do not understandthe impact this field has on
workplace intervention as well as
prevention and recovery.
3. Stronger reference to EACC as the
standards authority.
While the Presidential Commission referenced EACC as the authority for setting the standards for
credentialing EA programs, we felt
the reference point could be stronger and more specific. The amend-

ments in this area moved to
strengthen this reference.
4. Re-statement of the state licensing
authority.
The Presidential Commission's
Model EA Professional Act allowed
three options for housing the bureaucracyfor state I icensure authority. Housing such authority directly
within any of those entities, without the establishment of a peer review board, could lead to problems
down the road, however. (It should
be noted that one of the three primary options recommended is a
peer review board.)
The re-statement of the options
focuses on the establishment of a
peer review board for all three possible scenarios.
5. Change of percentage of tax credit
for employers.
While the initial credit had been
established at the 10 percent level,
many felt that employers should be
given a reasonable incentive comparable to the average increases
they would experience in the
worker's compensation premiums.
We changed the tax credit to 25
percent of the annual amount of EA
program cost.

A Model Only
In reviewing the Model EAP Law for
local support, EAPA members should
remember that the proposed model is

just that—a proposed model. It is designed to present local lobbying efforts
with a basic universal model from
which to work.
It is a structure, and as such, allows
for the adaptation of the model to local statutes for the sake of compliance
without having to draft something new
from scratch. Its universality allows
reference for interstate comparison
when legislative aides look for precedent and guidance.

EAPA members should also keep in
mind that the final shape of a law is
determined by the rulemaking process
that will be undertaken under the authority of the law. Those who comment
in the corridors about this or that missingdetail inthe law miss the point that
the detai Is wi I I be worked out later and
that continuing attention must be
turned to the regulatory process.
With state and congressional legislativefocus onaccountability, this type
of proposed model legislation can only
help EAPA establish a presence for its
professionals and enhance their credibility. EAPA and its members can link
positively to this effort and, with the
Alliance, work for passage in state legislatures.
David Stohler is the southern
regional representative of the EAPA
Legislative and Public Policy Committee and director of Drug-Free Systems
for Psych/Care, Inc. in Marietta, GeorC~
gia.

Springtime in our Nation's Capitol
EAPA's Fifth Annual

Public Policy Conference
'I~entative Schedule
March 18-21 , 1995

Washington Court Hotel, Washington, DC on the Hill
• One full day on marketing EAP/CEAP

• Regulatory and State Issues:

Services for DOT Regs
• Specialized workshops on "how to educate

• EAP licensure
• Worker's Comp
• Consortia for Small Business
• White House Conference on Small Business
• Hill reception with
• Health and Human Services Secretary
Donna Shalala

policymakers," federal and state
• Speeches by elected officials and the
Administration
• Hill visits with your senators and members
of Congress

• Other Washington area recreational activities
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n a departure from its usual approach, the Exchange is publishing the
followingoverviewoftheU.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) February 15, 1994 alcohol and drug testing
rules that go into effect for large companies on January 1, 1995, and smaller
businesses on January 1, 1996. EAPA's
Legislative and Public Policy Department and the Resource Center have
received numerous queries indicating
confusion about the scope and the role
employee assistance(EA)professionals
and certified EA professionals(CEAPs)
may play in the implementation ofthe
DOT rules.
Because individuals and the association have worked hard over the past
few years to assure that EA professionals playanessential role, the Exchange
will continue to provide information on
final and proposed rules, proposed
rules that become final, and education
and training programs that will help EA

DOT ALCOHOL AND DRUG
TESTING RULES
On February 15, 1994, the U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT)
published eight final and seven proposed rules regarding alcohol and, by
incorporation, drug testingfor employees in safety-sensitive transportation
and pipeline positions. The final and
proposed rules were 323 pages long
and appeared in Parts II through IX of
the Federal Register (FR) of February
15. Numbers of safety-sensitive transportationworkers estimated to be covered by DOT's six operating
administrations(OAs) are:

professionals become the primary providers ofrequired services to the regulated industries.
The U.S. Department of Transportation(DOT)has published alcohol and
drug testing rules that identify certified
employee assistance professionals
(CEAPs)as one offive professional categories eligible to be substance abuse
professionals(SAPS), iftwo other criteria are met.
Thus, the DOT testing regulations
offer ongoing business opportunities
not only for SAP-qualified CEAPs, but
also for CEAPs and other EA professional as follows:
• All groups—EA professionals,
CEAPs, and CEAP/SAPS—can provide education, training, and some
program management to employers,
supervisors, and covered transportation workers regarding responsibilitiesand requirements under the
new rules;

Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA)
(air transportation)
Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA)
(commercial motor
vehicles)
Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA)
(ra i I road)
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General Implementation Dates
340,000

7,100,000

The "Common Preamble" states that
large employers (generally defined as
those having 50 or more safety-sensitive transportation workers) must
implement the programs on January 1,
1995, with small employers required
to meet the standards by January 1,
1996.

80,000

WHERE COPIES OF THE
RULES CAN BE OBTAINED

Federal Transit
Administration (FTA)
(mass transit)

200,000

Research and Special
Projects Administration
(RSPA)(pipel i ne)

120,000

U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
(maritime)

120,000

TOTAL:

• CEAPs qualified as SAPS can provide additional services, including
evaluations and referrals, plus management of return-to-duty and follow-up programs;
• Outside contractors, consortia,and
managed care operations may provide afull range of DOT-required
servicesiftheyhavequalified, workplace-oriented personnel on staff.
To assist its members in providing
services, EAPA, through a contract with
Buckley Productions, is offering educationaland training materials, including five videos, leader training guides,
and handouts for(1)employers,(2)supervisors, and (3) covered transportation workers. (See ad on page 9 for
full details). This video series can be
purchased through EAPA's Resource
Department or Buckley Productions directly.

7,960,000

Unfortunately for those who want
the full text, the FR for this date is out
of print. However, copies of the FR
can be found in larger public, university, research, or court libraries. Call
ahead to be sure they store the Federal
Register.
Rules also can be downloaded from
federal bulletin boards from libraries
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that subscribe to the Federal Register,
call David Miller, U.S. DOT,for instructions at 202-366-2981. Or, the EAPA
Resource Center wil I reproduce the ful
text at cost. Copies are available by
calling 703-522-6272; ask for Kelly
Ransom.

For those who do not need the text
immediately, the final rules will eventually be printed in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), available
through the Government Printing Office, Washington, DC. CFRs are updated annually throughout the year.
Some of DOT's testing rules will be
available in the CFR by the end of
November 1994, others by the end of
February 1995.
Some of the proposed DOT testing
rules of February 15, 1994 have already been finalized and are noted
below; others are still undergoing review and will be reported in subsequent issues of the Exchange when
finalized.
(NOTE: The February 15, 1994 FR
final rules contain examples ofthe correctforms for data collection under the
testing programs; these forms will not
be reprinted in the CFR, but can be
obtained by contacting any of the
DOT's six OAs in the box on page 1 S.)

THE RULES: COVERAGE
AND SUMMARIES
FEDERAL REGISTER

1994, PARTS II

(FR),

FEBRUARY ~ S,

THROUGH IX

Final Rule: "Common Preamble" to
"Limitations on Alcohol Use by Transportation Workers," for the following
five DOT operating administrations'
(OAs) alcohol and drug testing rules:
FAA, FHWA, FRA, FTA, and the Researchand Special ProgramsAdministrationRSPA(pipelines). Separate U.S.

Coast Guard (USCG)(maritime) testing rules were also published on this
date but are not covered by the "Common Preamble."
(Note: The new DOT regulations,
although called alcohol rules, include
previously implemented mandatory
drug testing rules for safety-sensitive
transportation workers by incorporating existing rules, adding new ones,
and making old and new drug testing
compatible with alcohol testing requirements, where possible.)
Summary: The "Common Preamble" applies to five alcohol (and
drug) misuse prevention program final
rules published by five DOT OAs[FAA,
FHWA,FRA, FTA, RSPA(pipelines)] but
not the USCG.
Under the preamble, specific languageprovides that Certified Employee
Assistance Professionals (CEAPs) who
meet two specific criteria can become
Substance Abuse Professionals (SAPS)
under the regulations. SAPS are eligible
to perform duties beyond education
and training under the DOT regulations.

Language identifying CEAPs and
defining SAPS is found in one paragraph of the "Common Preamble,"
pages 7316-7137, the critical parts of
which are quoted below:
"The definition of substance
abuse professional (SAP), as proposed,encompassed licensed physicians, limited to medical doctors
and doctors ofosteopathy;as well
as licensed or certified psychologists, social workers, and employee assistance professionals;
....(and)included alcohol and drug
abuse counselors certified by the
National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors Certification Commission
(NAADAC), a national organization that imposes qualification
standards that we believe are necessary to perform a SA P's
functions....All of the categories
listed in the definition must have
knowledge ofand clinical experience in the diagnosis and treatmentofalcohol-related disorders
(emphasis added) in order to become aSAP."
(Note: The drug portion of the
rules for transportation workers
requires thatSAPS have knowledge
of and clinical experience with
drug disorders too.)
EAPA has received many calls about
the SAP definition, particularly the
meaning of "clinical experience."
EAPA has learned that the language
was purposefully left vague since there
Continued on page 14

DOT interprets SAP procedures
EAPA has received a letter, dated October 11, 1994 from the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation, clarifying
methodology relating to SAP evaluations ofemployees who test positive.
Many people had asked whether SAP
evaluations are to be conducted in
person, or whether these evaluations
could be carried out over the phone
or other means not involving direct
personal interaction. DOT's very specific response to this question is
quoted below:
"It is the Department's interpretation ofits regulations that face-to-face
interaction between a SAP and an em-

ployee is an essential part of the
evaluation our rule requires. In the
absence of direct personal interaction, there is an increased risk, which
the Department finds unacceptable,
of evaluations becoming superficial
and perfunctory. Direct observation
ofthe demeanor and responses ofthe
employee is a key component of an
effective evaluation, in our view.
Consequently, an evaluation consisting solely of contact by telephone,
computer, fax, correspondence, etc.
is not permitted under our rules. Direct, personal, face-to-face interaction
is mandatory."
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DOT TESTING RULES
from page 13
are so many definitions of clinical experience. The intent was to leave it up

to the practitioner to define what "clinical experience in the diagnosis and
treatment ofalcohol-related disorders"
is. Thus, CEAPs will have to judge
whether they have appropriate clinicalexperience, and then show employers, who ultimately are responsible for
carrying out the requirements,that they
are qualified. Although there is no case
history at this point in time, individuals' claims of clinical experience will
have to stand up in the courts. If they
do not, liability could shift from employers to providers, so claims must
reflect reality and be documentable.
(Note: The SAP definition is the
same for all DOT OAs; however, the
different OAs mention a variety offunctions for an SAP. These functions generallyfall into two categories: (1)initial
evaluation and referral for first positive
tests or refusal to test; and (2) returnto-duty and follow-up monitoring for
employees who are seeking to or have
returned to work.
(Note: The DOTAlcohol and Drug
Testing Rules reference employer responsibilitiesunder[heAmericans with
Disabilities Act; they also provide
certain rules relating to confidentiality
of employee records.)

Final Rule: "Procedures for Transportation Workplace Drug and Alcohol Testing Programs," pages
7340-7366
Summary: Under the Omnibus
Transportation Employee Testing Act of
1991 (OTETA)(Public Law 102-143,
Title V), DOT is required to implement
alcohol testing programs in various
transportation industries [trucking
(NHTSA, NHWA), mass transit (FTA),
railroads (FRA), aviation (FAA), maritime (USCG]. Another law requires
alcohol and drug testing for safety-sen-

sitive pipeline workers who are covered by DOT's RSPA.
This part of the rule establishes uni-

form testing procedures and would be
used by five of the OAs conducting al-
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cohol testing programs under the Act.
This rule also implements changes in
DOT's drug testing procedures.
(Note: The U.S. Coast Guard is not
amending its existing alcohol testing
regulations(33 CFR part 95 or 46 CFR
part 4)and will continue to use separate procedures for that testing. USCG
rules will be applicable to employers
regulated by the USCG, i.e., the maritime industries.)
DOT's drug testing procedures (49
CFR part 40) have governed drug testing for all six DOT OAs since 1988.
Under this rule implementing alcohol
testing, the existing drug-testing procedures become a separate and coordinated subpart of the regulations, and
DOT adds a new subpart containing
the alcohol testing procedures.
Placing DOT's drug and alcohol
testing procedures in a single regulation will simplify compliance for covered parties and avoid confusion by
permitting all parties to look to one
source for information on these issues.
This should be particularly helpful to
those employers who have employees
covered by more than one DOT operatingadministration. (Employers regu-

lated solely by the USCG should
continue to refer to 33 CFR part 95 and
46 CFR part 4 for alcohol testing requirements and procedures.)

Proposed Rule: "Procedures for
Transportation Workplace Drug and
Alcohol Testing Programs," pages
7367-7371
Expected Final Publication Date:
Early November 1994

Summary: This rule will establish
the limited circumstances in which
blood alcohol testing could be used,
plus procedures for that testing.
Proposed Rule: "Highway Safety
Program; Model Specifications for

Screening Devices To Measure Alcohol in Bodily Fluids," pages 7372-7378
Notice Published: 8/2/94, FR pages
39382-39390, "Highway Safety Programs; Model Specifications for
Screening Devices To Measure Alcohol in Bodily Fluids"
Summary: Notice indicates DOT
has established Model Specifications
for the performance and testing of alcohol screening devices. These devices test for the presence of alcohol,
and may use breath or other bodily fluids, such as saliva. DOT estimates it
will publish a list of companies with
eligible devices by the end of November 1994.

Model State Laws
Uniform and model laws differ
slightly in concept and perception.
Uniform laws are drafted by the
Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws. Through proposed,uniform laws are intended to
be adopted by the states virtual ly as
written. Additionally, state legislators perceive them as close to final
language. Model state laws, however, have no overall formal drafting group and can araise from
various federal or state agencies or
other organizations. They are intended to be flexible and are considered more as guidelines for use
by state legislators. Often their language is subject to change as it
moves through the legislative process. In other words, model state
laws, much less than uniform proposals, are not written in stone, and
can be changed throughout the proposingand enactment phases.

Final Rule: "Alcohol Misuse Prevention Program for Personnel Engaged in
Specified Aviation Activities," pages
7380-7411
Summary: This final rule, issued
under the OTETA, prescribes regulations establ ishingthe domestic aviation
industry alcohol misuse prevention
program. It describes requirements for
alcohol testing for air carrier employees who perform safety-sensitive duties.
The FAA issued its final rule to require air carriers to institute alcohol
misuse prevention programs similar to
the antidrug program the FAA already
had in place (see 57 FR 59498). A variety of laws and regulations currently
restrict the consumption of alcohol by
some aviation employees and federal
criminal law prohibits any person from
operating or directing the operation of
a common carrier while under the in-

Final Rule: "Alcohol Misuse Prevention Program," pages 7426-7445
Summary: The anti-alcohol misuse rules apply to employees who per-

form certain covered functions for
operators of gas pipelines, hazardous
liquid and carbon dioxide pipelines,
and liquefied natural gas(LNG)facilities. The rules are not applicable to
operators of "master meter systems"
and "liquefied petroleum gas" (LPG)
operators. This final rule is consistent
with the alcohol rules of other operating administrations, except that RSPA
is not requiring pre-employment or random testing. The final rule requires
only post-accident, reasonable suspicion, return-to-duty, and follow-up testing. Operators must provide covered
employees with written materials that
specifically identify the employees cov-

eyed by the rule, explain the requirements of the rule, and establish the
consequences of engaging in prohibited conduct. Operators are allowed
to combine their RSPA drug and alcohol programs. This final rule is consistent with the other OA rules in order
to minimize any compliance burden
for operators.

Final Rule: "Alcohol Testing:
Amendments toAlcohol/Drug Regulations," pages 7448-7481
Summary: This is a final FRA rule
to conform its regulations on control
of alcohol and drug use to requirements of OTETA. Among other
changes, FRA now requires pre-employment and random alcohol testing
of safety-sensitive employees, and
Continued on page 19

fluence of alcohol(18 U.S.C. 342). The
FAA's regulations, including mandatory
requirements for alcohol testing in certain circumstances, concerning alcohol misuse are supplemented but not
changed by this rule. In addition, a
program — established by the FAA,the
airline industry, and pilots' union —to
facilitate recovery and retain skilled
employees who are alcoholics remains
in place.
Proposed Rule: "Antidrug Program
for Personnel Engaged in Specified
Aviation Activities," pages 7412-7420
Final Rule Published: FR 8/19/94.
Summary: This rule updates AAA's
existing domestic antidrug abuse rules
and brings them into conformity with
the new February 15, 1994 DOT rules.
Proposed Rule: "Antidrug Program
and Alcohol Misuse Prevention Programfor Employees of Foreign Air Carriers Engaged in Specified Aviation
Activities," pages 7420-7423

Expected Final Publication Date:
Late November to early December
1994
Summary: This rule proposes to require foreign air carriers to establish
drug and alcohol testing programs for
their employees performing safety-sensitiveaviation functions within the territory of the United States unless
multilateral action is taken.

1tVh~~r+~ ~+a +~a~'~) for Ma~~r~ lr~far~n~o~
Specific information and copies of
the alcohol and drug rules can be obtained from the DOT offices listed below. The address is
400 7th Street, S.W., Washington,
D.C. 20590 for each office except
USCG.
Alcohol and Drug Testing Procedures
Drug Enforcement and Program
Compliance
Room 9494
202-366-3784
Aviation (FAA)
Drug Abatement Division
Room 2336
202-3660-6710
Railroad(FRA)
Operating Practices Division
Room 8326
202-366-0127

Commercial Motor Vehicles
(FHWA)
Office of Motor Carrier Standards
Room 3107
202-366-2981 or 800-832-5660

(touch tone)
Pipeline(RSPA)
Office of Pipeline Safety
Room 2335
202-366-6223
Mass Transit(FTA)
Office of Safety and Security
Room 6432
202-366-2896
Maritime(USCG)
Marine Investigation Division
Room 2406
202-267-1430
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Unions Play a Vital Role in Preparing for
DOT Testing
by Regis Wasiecko
esting workers for illegal substances is not news to the aviation industry because drug
testing has been performed for years
on airline and other employees working in safety-sensitive areas.
When testing was first implemented,
employees cried foul. They protested:
have rights, the Constitution protects
me, or this is an invasion of privacy.
Nevertheless,testing is the law. In a few
weeks this group of workers must submit to alcohol testing under the most
recent Department of Transportation
(DOT) regulations.
This article describes how District
141 of the Machinist Union dealt with
drug testing and what we are doing to
prepare for alcohol testing.

A Lack of Understanding
District 141 of the International Association of Machinist and Aerospace
Workers (IAMAW) represents thousands ofworkers inthe aviation industry. Many of our members work in
safety-sensitive areas and are subject
to the DOT workplace drug testing program.
When drug testing became the law
of the land, many members were angry. Neither the employers nor the
union was responsible for the employees' feelings, but that did not lessen the
anger some people directed toward
them. It was apparent the employees
lacked an understanding of the dynamics of the program and who was responsiblefor drug testing. District 141
IAMAW took many initiatives to educate members about drug testing.
For example,our EAP coordinators,
working in concert with our Flight and
Ground Safety Committees, wrote articlesfor national and local union publications, and made reports at local
lodge union meetings on testing proceduresand consequences of failing a
drug test.
We also increased our efforts to educate our members about drug use and
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ing habits and to seek assistance
through the EAP if they have concerns.
But we continue to search for additionalways to lessen further escalation
of resentment and exasperation that
might surface when testing begins.

Regis Wasiecko

abuse. We increased promotion of our
EA program and encouraged members
to seek help if drugs or other personal
difficulties were causing problems in
their lives. Furthermore, we testified at
government hearings against testing
and offered alternatives, such as education, early identification, rehabilitation, and other preventive measures.
In subsequent DOT hearings, we arguedthat mandatory rehabilitation provisions should become part of the law.
Despite all of our efforts for the past
two and one-half years, we still have
had incidents of employees expressing
anger.

Alcohol Testing
The DOT's Alcohol Misuse and Prevention Program begins January 1,
1995. District 141 IAMAW members
working in safety-sensitive areas will
be subjected to alcohol testing under
this rule. Our union's position with alcohol testing is similar to our position
on drug testing: More time and money
should be spent on prevention and rehabilitation and less on testing.
With alcohol testing programs rapidlyapproaching, our union has taken
amore aggressive approach in informingour members about what to expect
when testing begins. We are distribut-

ing information about testing procedures and the consequences of
violating the alcohol rule. And the EA
program is encouraging people to take
a serious look at their personal drink-

IAMAW Employee Assistance Program Coordinator Ron Shepard, from
the United Airlines maintenance center inSan Francisco, had a particularly
good idea. He suggested allowing the
members to be part of the education
and awareness process. The nucleus of
his plan was to give the workers direct
exposure to the testing equipment and
procedures and to arrange for interaction with management and the medical department.
We arranged to have a breath analyzerdemonstration for shop stewards
in San Francisco. An alcohol testing
equipment manufacturer's representative displayed a breath analyzer and
spoke about the technology and safeguards. Several shop stewards volunteered to participate in an actual test
after having several drinks.
After the demonstration, most of the
shop stewards, although still not sold
on alcohol testing, agreed they were
better prepared to answer questions in
their work areas. We arranged for similar demonstrations at the Local CommitteeChairman's Conference and the
District 141 Convention.
No matter what the problems, mental health or operational, our union
believes that a cooperative approach
between labor and management will
yield the best results. We plan to continue holding meetings to provide information about alcohol testing with
the help of United Airlines' Medical
and Labor Relations Departments.

Through these efforts, we hope to
dampen the anger and resentment and
perhaps help someone begin their journey to sobriety.
Regis Wasiecko is Director of the
Employee Assistance Program for District 141 IAMAW.
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any of my colleagues have
told me that their particular
employee assistance services
are not broad enough to meet the needs
of the Department of Transportation
(DOT) regulations. For a small number of EAPA members,this may be true.
But I encourage everyone to take a
closer look at the new opportunities for
offering EAP services now made availablethrough the DOT regulations.
The EA profession has a valuable
profile in these new regulations, and
they wi II allow us to put more supportive structure in our services as more
and more companies move towards
compliance.

Opening
New Doors
for EA
Professionals
by G.M.(Red) Roe, CEAP

If your EAP services are focused on
drugs and alcohol, you will appear to

A Good Fit
How does an EAP fit in with these
regulations? There are several formulas and I'd like to describe a few of
them.
EAP Only. The first option is simply
to continue offering the EAP as designed, assuming that it works well in
the current company.
Offering the services required by the
DOT regulations could conceivably
infringe on your routine EAP services.
Before taking on any additional DOT
functions, you must first evaluate
whether you can assimilate new duties and still meet your existing EAP
requirements.

be the likely candidate to be the educatorand trainer for employers, supervisors, and regulated employees under
the DOT rules. Training these employees is mandatory for drug testing and
suggested for alcohol testing. After you
have set up training programs, if you
are also a CEAP, you may wish to further offer your services as a Substance
Abuse Professional(SAP). And the rules
do not prohibit either an EAP or a CEAP
from becoming a Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT).
BAT only. If you decide to assume
the BAT function yourself (EAP or
CEAP), you will increase your EA ser-

Covered Functions/Positions
Avladon
Flight Crew
Members
Flight
Attendants
Flight
Instructors
Air Traffic
Controllers

Commercial
Motor Vehicle
Drlvera
(Commercial
driver's
license
holders)

Rail

Mess'IYansit PipeLnea

Maritime

Hours of
Service Act
Employees:

Vehicle
Operators

Operations
Personnel

Controllers

Maintenance
Personnel

Crewmembers
Operating a
Commercial
Vessel

•Engine,
Train &
Signal
Services
• Mspatchers
• operators

Air Traffic
Dispatchers
Maintenance
Personnel

~n~~ g
Ground
• Security
Coordinator
• Personnel

Mechanics
Emergency
Response
Personnel

vices and the number of employees
you interact with. To become a BAT
you have to take a DOT course, or a
DOT-approved equivalent to become
certified. You could then be serving as
tester and trainer in addition to provider
of the existing EA services. This function offers a very high marketing profilefor an EA professional, but because
it can put you in an adversarial relationship with employees, and thus is
counter to usual EAP services, it would
perhaps be better not to become a BAT.
DOT expects EAPs or CEAPs to become BATS only where there are few
providers, such as in rural areas. In cities, DOT would expect someone different to carry out the BAT function.
SAP only. Only CEAPs are eligible
to branch out and serve as the SAP.
Basically, the SAP role stands alone
when performing the DOT-regulated
functions. You must meet specific requirements to become an SAP: According to the DOT regs, you must have
knowledge of and experience in the
diagnosis and treatment ofalcohol- and
drug-related disorders.
The SAP operates as the management center of the process, receiving
information from the BAT and the
Medical Review Officer (MRO).
It is clear to me that the SAP role is
the old gatekeeper role of the EAP from
years gone by. The SAP will be in the
hot seat for several reasons: The SAP
will evaluate not only the person referred by the MRO for failing the drug
test, but also the person testing positivefor misuse of alcohol. The SAP wil
make decisions about referral, return
to duty, and follow-up testing.
What a unique role for the CEAP:
Educating, assessing, referring, offering
return-to-duty and follow-up services,
and, most of all, being available for
employees wanting our valuable services.
EAPs and Self-Referral (Prohibitions
and Exceptions): According to the
rules, the employer shall ensure that a
substance abuse professional shall not
self-refer an employee requiring assistance inresolving problems with alcohol abuse, meaning that SAPS may not
refer such an employee to themselves
Continued on page 18
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DOT Regulations
from page 17

Retention of Records

or to a person or group from which the
SAP receives compensation.

However, the rules make exceptions.They donot prohibit an SAP from
referring an employee needing assistance to:
"(a) a public agency, such as
a state, county or municipality,
(even if the SAP works for that
group);(b)the employer or a person under contract to provide
treatment for alcohol problems
on behalfofthe employer;(c)the
sole source of therapeutically
appropriate treatment under the
employee's health insurance programs; or (d) the sole source of
therapeutical)yoppropriate treatmentreasonably accessible to the
employee."(This particularly applies to rural areas.)
MRO and EAP There is no regulatory prohibition against an MRO and
EAP professional being the same person, but again, taking on both assignments is counter-indicated; the MRO
is a judger and enforcer outside the
range of EAP traditional responsibilities.
EAP, CEAP/SAP,and BAT. If you are
affiliated with a large company that
offers all the DOT-required services—
drug testing, alcohol testing, EAP services, etc.—your company may
provide one-stop shopping for the employer who must comply with DOT
regulations. If you are not so fortunate,
the employer will need to contract for
the SAP and/or the BAT services and
you need to begin now to find those
people.
The professional community resources, which your EAP already has
in place, will be extremely useful in
helping an employer find a BAT or an
SAP.

More MIS Reporting
The CEAP is already producing and
maintaining accountable records. To
strengthen this capacity, the CEAP can
and should add the DOT management
information systems (MIS) reporting
factors to the system already in place.
These reports are simple, self-explainable, and easy-to-draw on almost any
computer program,(I did mine on Windows, but DOS is just as easy.) and
important to the compliance of the
DOT regulations.
18
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One
Year

Types of Records:
Records Related to
the Collection Process

Records Related to
Test Results

Colkctlon Logbooks
■
■Documents Relating to the Random
Selection Process
Calibration Donimentation fa EBTs
■
■
Dowmenlation of BAT Training
■
Documents Generated in Connection
with Decisions to Administer Reasonable
Suspicion Alcohol Tests
■
Documents Generated (n Connection
with Decisions on Post-Accident Tells
■
Documents Verifying Existenm of a Medical
Explanation of the Inability of a Donor to
Provide Adequate Breath for Testing
Consolidated Annual RepaYS
■
■Employer's Copy of the Alcohol Te9l Form,
Including Results otihe ltxt
■
Documents Related to the Refusal of Any
Covered Employee to Submit to an Alcohol
Tess
■
Doaiments Presented by Employee to
Dispute the Resul4s of an Almhd Tesl

Two
Years

eve
Years

X
~
X
X

X
X

X
X
X•

X'•

X
X

" Negative Results
•~ Rcwlls indicating alcohol concentration of 0.02 a greater

Records Related to
Other Violations

■Documents Related W Any Other Vitiations
of This Part

Records Related to
Evaluations

■Records Pertaining to a Determination by a
SAP Concerning an F,mployee's Need Gx~
Assistance
■
Records Concerning an Employee's
Compliance with Recommendations of
the SAP

Records Related to
Education and
Training

■Materials on Alcohol Misuse Awareness
Do~vmenta[ion of Compliance with
■
Information, Training and Referral
Requirements
■
Documentation of Training Provided
Supervisors

The DOT took great pains to make
this program easy so that the employer
could be in compliance with the rules.
It is going to be most valuable when
the MIS are in place because the CEAP
can track these activities quickly and
with utmost accuracy.(An EAP cannot
track names, only general trends related to information collected for privacy reasons.)
The DOT forms can be copied from
the Federal Registerand are also available by calling the federal office that
regulates the transportation industry.
You can also call me at the number
listed at the end of this article at any
time.

Blanket Policy,
Not a Security Blanket
In an attempt to increase their level
of protection, some organizations have
created blanket policies explaining
their views and expectations under the
DOT rags. If your client wants to do
this, be sure that the culture and personality ofthe organization is reflected
in the blanket policy.

X

X

X
X

X
X

My own past experience in this area
has proven that an open, rather vague
policy will not necessarily work in the
favor of the employer. The policy
should be spelled out as clearly as possible to ensure the strongest levels of
implementation, understanding, and
compliance.

Act Now!
The DOT regulations are recognizing the contributions to be made by
EAPs, CEAPs, and CEAPs/SAPS and wi II
ultimately increase awareness of EAPs
in general. EAPA members can meet
the new DOT regulations and continue
to offer quality services at the same
time. From mystandpoint, I believethat
any on-site, off-site, single contract, or
consortium EAP that does NOT offer
services related to these regulations will
be losing out on an exceptional business opportunity.
If you or your EAP needs assistance
with any of these regulations, please
don't hesitate to call me at 702-8858634.
C~?

DOT TESTING RULES
from page 15
makes the reasonable suspicion component offor-cause test-

ingmandatory for both alcohol and drugs. FRA also amends
its procedures to incorporate split sample testing and incorporates the DOT's alcohol testing procedures published 2/
15/94.
Proposed Rule: "International Application: Alcohol/Drug
Regulations," page 7482
Withdraw►r. 2/15/94, seen as unnecessary

Final Rule: °'Controlled Substances and Alcohol Use and
Testing," pages 7484-7527
Summary: The FHWA is adding regulations on controlled
substance and alcohol use and testing to the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations and is making conforming amendments to other parts of those regulations. This is being done
to comply with the requirements of OTETA. This rule requires employers to test drivers who are required to obtain
commercial driver's licenses (CDLs) for the illegal use of
alcohol and controlled substances. (Some exceptions are
provided for some Department of Defense military personnel and some other categories exempted by state law from
CDLs.) Individual owner/operators with CDLs are covered.
Examples of drivers and employers that are subject to these
rules are: Federal, state, and local governments; apiarian
industry (beekeepers); for-hire motor carriers; private motor
carriers; civic organizations; churches; Indian tribes; farmers; and custom harvesters.
Proposed Rule: "Control led Substances and Alcohol Use
and Testing: Foreign-Based Motor Carriers and Drivers,"
pages 7528-7530
Expected Final Publication Date: DOT is still studying
proposed comments; final publication date is not known.

Final Rule: "Prevention of Alcohol Misuse in Transit
Operations," pages 7532-7572
Final Rule: "Prevention of Prohibited Drug Use in Transit
Operations," pages 7572-7611
Summary: These two final rules set forth the FTA's combined rules on drug and alcohol testing for mass transit workers as required under OTETA. The complete FTA rule has
three components: Part 654, "Prevention of Alcohol Misuse in Transit Operations"; the "Common Preamble" (see
Part II); and, Part 40, "Procedures for Transportation Workplace Drug and Alcohol Testing programs."

(For six Operating Administrations: FAA, USCG, RSPA,
FRA, FHWA, FTA)

Proposed Rule: "Random Drug Testing Program"
Expected Final Publication Date: Early November 1994
Summary: Part IX is a proposed rule for changing DOT's
random drug testing program for five OAs, including the
FAA, USCG, RSPA, FRA, FHWA;currently all these OAs require random drug testing ofsafety-sensitive employees. The
FTA rule of February 1 S, 1994 adopts a paral lel rule for covered transit employees.
For more information contact:
Sheila Macdonald
Director, L&PP

C~

EAP Abstracts Plus'
Subject Searches,
Bibliographies and Abstracts
Keep Up with the Latest Innovations in the
EAP Field!
Practitioners,researchers,administrators,educators,and students:
Reviewing the current literature is crucial if you are...
• Developing programs and policies.
• Writing an article or proposal.
• Preparing a speech.
• Developing a course curriculum.
• Researching a dissertation.

Save Time and Money!
EAPAbstractsP/uscan save you time and money on your literature
searches.Quickly find the information you need on these important

topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Violence in the workplace.
Critical incident stress debriefing.
Downsizing and job loss.
Cultural diversity.
AIDS.
Cost-benefits of EAPs.
Managed care.
Workers' compensation.
And much, much more.

Features of EAP Abstracts Plus...
• Contains over 2,300 EAP citations.
• More than 100 EAP-related key words.
• Can be searched by topic, author, date, and type of
document.
• Contains all articles published inthe core EAP periodicals.
• Selected citations from over 250 other journals.
• Updated weekly.
If you would like more information, or to place an order by telephone,
call EAP Information Systems toll-free at:

1-800-755-6965
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Hove does your
employee assistance program
compare with accepted
program standards?
Announcing a new publication from EAPA:
THE

elf-Administered
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ASSESSMENT

FORM

Applying Professional Guidelines
to Employee Assistance Program Operations
t

The

EAPA Self-Administered EAP Assessment Form is a tool to
assess EAP design, implementation and maintenance. It will help EAP
practitioners as well as an organization's decision makers determine
EAP scope of operation and responsibilities. It has added value in
serving as an educational device for marketing quality EAPs.
While this Form is not part of the formal EAPA program accreditation
process, it provides a blueprint for program self-inventory and can
prepare practitioners for future program accreditation.
This form has been field-tested prior to publication. It contains 73 pages
in workbook format.
Price: $60.00(U.S.) EAPA member rate
$80.00 non-member rate
To order, call:
Employee Assistance Professionals Association Resource Center
(703)522-6272•(703)522-4585 (fax)
EAPA
2101 Wilson Blvd. •Suite 500 •Arlington, VA 22201
Visa/MC/Amex accepted.

STATE PUBLIC POLICY

This is the first in a continuing seriesabout state-level public policy activities. EAPA members working for
legislation to improve and expand the
benefits ofemployee assistance will be
featured here each month. If you have
some news to include, please contact
Sheila Macdonald, Director of Legislation and Public Policy (L&PP).

California EAPA Chapter
Establishes Psychiatric Injury
800 Hotline
California state law permits compensation for a wide range of disabilities resulting from job-related mental
stress. Recent changes in the law have
tightened eligibility and created a
higher threshold of evidence in proving cases of mental stress-related disability. Despite these changes, it is still
clear that psychiatric stress cases involve expensive litigation and that
treatment, evaluation, and compensation costs can be extremely high.
To help employers and employees,
the California Division of Worker's
Compensation has published a brochurethat provides advice to employers on how to avoid psychiatric stress
claims and ideas for employees to
avoid stress. It also lists groups to contact for help, including
employee
assistance programs.
To meet their responsibilities, California
EAPA chapters have
donated funds to establish an 800
;,, ~
Hotline for
those seek-

ing help, both individuals and businesses.This number is listed in the brochure as acontact point. Dedicated EA
professionals spent many hours securingthisreference inthe state brochure.

with high Cascade peaks on the eastern horizon.

EAPA's COO, L&PP Director
in LA

EAPA Chapter President Jim Nestor
invited Dottie Blum, former EAPA DC
Chapter president and now an EAPA
Board Member, and L&PP Director
Sheila Macdonald to address his wellattended October 11 meeting about the
need for members to become involved
in state and national issues. The issue
of state licensure of EA professionals
and the EAPA certification program
came under discussion, indicating the
need to discuss the issue further in
EAPA's policy committees. There will
be a chance for further debate in Boston.
Both Blum and Macdonald encouraged members to continue to work together to formulate policy that would
encompass the broad spectrum of EA
professional interests. At the end of the
meeting, eight members signed up for
state Chapter L&PP Committees and/
or EAPA's Federal Public Policy Network. C~?

Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer, and Sheila Macdonald, Director,
Legislation and Public Policy, traveled
to Los Angeles for Brenda Blair's "Elements" course September 12 and 13.
They met with Pacific Region leaders,
including EAPA Board Representative
Carole Stevenson, and Pacific Region
L&PP Rep Debbie Marsala as well as
Carmen Abbott, president of the EAPA
LA Chapter.

Pacific Northwest Chapter
Meets
Honing its capabilities for EAPA's
1995 Annual Conference, the Pacific
Northwest Chapter held ahalf-day
meeting on the state's recently passed
comprehensive healthcare reform law.
The key Senate healthcare leader,
Senator Talmadge, explained the bill's
rationale; the deputy administrator for
the state's Health Services Commission
discussed pending rulemaking issues.
Both presenters encouraged EA professionals to participate in public meetingsand let administrators know what
changes were needed to encourage
establishment of EA programs in the
business community.
The afternoon was devoted to a public policy workshop with EAPA Board
Member and Secretary Tamara Cagney
discussing EAPA's strategic plan and
public policy issues; she was followed
by EAPA's L&PP Director Sheila
Macdonald presenting material on
"How to Educate Policymakers."
For those of you who will travel to
Seattle for EAPA's 1995 Annual Conference, the city was beautiful, edged

Delaware Valley Chapter
Focuses on Public Policy

37th International
Congress on Alcohol &
Drug Dependence
Sponsored by ICAA and
University of California, San
Diego; Alcohol, Tobacco &Other
Drug Studies

August 20-25, 1995
Contacf J. Pilat, 708-806-4620.
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AN UPDATE:
The Family and Medical Leave Act
by Kathleen O. Beauchesne
WORKIife Programs
Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21218
and
Carol Bennett-Speight
Faculty and Staff Assistance Program
F/SAP
University ofPennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104
he first anniversary of the Fam-

ily and Medical Leave Act
(FMLA) passed in August 1994
quietly. There was no ceremony or
commemoration for this national legislation, which recognizes the
caregiving responsibilities of working
men and women.
The FMLA was the first major piece
of legislation signed by President
Clinton in early February 1993 and was
proclaimed by his administration as a
victory for those workers struggling to
balance work and family demands. For
those employees who work for companies employing more than 50 employees, the FMLA provides for up to

12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected
leave for personal i I I Hess or dependent
care to full-time workers as well as
some part-timers. This means that if a
worker gets sick, becomes a parent, or
has to take care of a sick family member,the worker is covered by the FMLA,
providing they work for a company
with 50 or more employees.
The Exchange published an article
about the implementation of the FMLA
at the University of Pennsylvania (January, 1994). In the year since the FMLA

was passed, approximately 200-250
faculty and staff at Penn have taken
advantage of the new policy.
Under Penn's FMLA policy, employeesmust use al I paid leave time as part
ofthe 12 weeks of unpaid family leave.
The fair and equitable calculation of
leave has clearly been one of the major chatlengesthroughout this first year
for the Office of Human Resources. In
addition, many employees have expressed an inability to afford time off
without pay.
The family medical leave policy
continues to facilitate formal initiatives
in human resources and the EAP to
22
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examine work/family benefits, services,
and policies. As a direct result of
F/SAP's involvement in the formation,
implementation, and training in FMLA,
the administration is keenly aware of
the importance of dynamic worWfamily policies and programs. Consequently, anew position in the Office
of Human Resources is being developed tospecifically examine worWfamilypolicies and services. F/SAP is proud
to be a strong force in advocating the
future expansion of work/family policies and programs at the University of
Pennsylvania.
The FMLA has ramifications for EA
professionals who can be called on to
assess the need for a family or medical
leave in the same way in which they

assess fitness for duty. The EAPA Child
and Family Committee can be of assistance inproviding information to EAPA
members about flexible schedules and
leave.
There is a representative from each
region of EAPA on the Child and Family Committee, as well as three consultants, who are available to provide
guidance and direction to EAPA members dealing with work and family issues. The EAPA Child and Family
Committee will hold its annual
Roundtable Discussion on Work and
Family atthe national EAPAconference
in Boston in November 1994. Call cochairs Carol Bennett-Speight
(215-898-7910)or David Reedy (5080960-2341) for further information. C~?

legislative and Public Policy Sign Up Sheet
for
• State Legislative and Public Policy activities (Chap L&PP)
• Federal Public Policy Network (EAPA FPPN)
EA programs and EA professionals are increasingly impacted by state legislation and rules. For instance, in 1993,
the Tennessee legislature introduced a proposal to require
licensure for EA professionals. Because of extensive involvementfrom the Tennessee EA community, a law compatible
with EA professional concerns and EAP program requirements was enacted. To provide similar EA leadership, all
EAPA chapters need a core of members who will be willing
to help chapters monitor and analyze legislation, write letters, and take action on state legislative and regulatory initiatives.
Similarly, at the national level, EAPA needs members to
become involved in its Federal Public Policy Network(FPPN)

so that a cadre of informed members can take action when
federal legislation or rules are being proposed, or are up for
a vote. Those involved at the federal level will receive EAPA's
Legislative and Public Policy Newsletter, Information Bulletins, and Action Alerts and will become part of a national
telephone network. FPPN activists also will be encouraged
to attend public policy programs at EAPA's annual conference and EAPA's spring Public Policy Conference in Washington, D.C.
If you are interested in becoming more involved in state
and/or federal public policy projects, please check the boxes
below and provide other indicated information.

Yes, I would like to become involved in state issues(Chap L&PP)
Yes, I would like to become involved in federal legislative and regulatory issues (EAPA's FPPN)
Date:

Name:
Title:
Company/place of work:
Street:
City/State/Zip:
Tel. No.

Fax. No

EAPA Chapter:

EAPA member

no

yes

Circle all that apply:
External

Internal

Corporate

Self-employed

Union

Managed Care

Consortium for Small Business

Consultant

Other

Please return this form to: Sheila Macdonald

Director, Legislation and Public Policy
Employees Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Blvd., Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201-3062
Tel. 703/522-6272 Fax 703/522-4585

Thank you for participating on behalf of your profession°
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Fold Here

Stamp

Place
Here

EAPA
2101 WiIson Boulevard, Suite 500
Arlington, Virginia 22101
Attn: Sheila Macdonald, Director, Legislative and Public Policy

r

How EAP counselors Can Help Employees
Whose Elderly Parents Live Far Away

Employees

by Enid Pritikin, MSW,LCSW and Trudy Reece, MSOT, OTR

who are struggling to
help their aging parents are often
under a great deal of stress, which
can't help but affect their work. And
when their parents live in another part
of the country, the logistical problems—as well as the worries—are almost always multiplied.
Adult children usually feel frustrated
because they're unfamiliar with the
resources in their folks' area. Furthermore, they may feel anxious and uneasy because they don't know if their
parents are exaggerating their troubles
or if things are actually worse than their
folks are letting on.They may feel gu i Ity
that they're not doing more for their
parents—or that they're neglecting
their own families because they're so
distracted or are away so often. And
they may feel angry and resentful because their spouses aren't being sufficientlysupportive, their siblings aren't
helping out enough, they're spending
so much money on long distance calls
and emergency trips, or they've used
up all their vacation time to be with
their parents.
Although long-distance caregiving
can never be completely worry-free,
the hassles can be reduced if adult children adopt a few basic strategies. Here
are some guidelines that EA counselors can keep in mind while counseling employees who are feeling
overwhelmed because oflong-distance
eldercare responsibilities:

Finding a Geriatric
Professional
When some kind of change needs
to be made in their parents' lives, one
of the first things adult children should
do is get in touch with a geriatric professional who can evaluate the situationand make appropriate referrals. An
expert who is familiar with the options
that are available in the community can
hook the parents up with resources
such as housekeeping help, a transportationservice, or a particular senior living facility.

If their company has a contract with
a dependent care referral service,
employee's should take advantage of
it. The service should be able to refer
them to specific resources or to a geriatricprofessional in their parents'community.
If their company does not have a
dependent care referral service, employees should call the Eldercare Locator at (800) 677-1116. This
federally-funded nationwide telephone
service should be able to provide them
with the phone number of the right
agency in their parents' area.

Taking a Leave of Absence
from Work
If you think that an employee might
benefit from taking time off from work,
you can discuss this possibility with
him or her. A leave of absence allows
workers to focus on their parents'
needs, to save their vacation time for
actual vacations, and to hold onto their
jobs.

Getting Support from Family
at Home
When employees must spend considerabletime and energy dealing with
their parents' problems and, perhaps,
traveling to be with their folks, it may
help if they explicitly tell their spouses
and children that they will need their
support and assistance during this difficult time. Discussing the situation
frankly wi I I often reduce resentment on
the part of family members, and employees may be pleasantly surprised
how much those at home will pitch in
and help.

Setting Up along-Distance
Safety Net
After the immediate problem is resolved, there are a number of things
that adult children who live far away
from their parents can do to make sure
that things go more smoothly in the
future and to help their folks stay as

independent as possible:
• They can try to maintain an honest
and open relationship with their
parents by telling them about their
concerns and by trying to understand things from their perspective.
• They can see that their parents are
following safety precautions, making necessary modifications in their
home environment, and taking advantage of any convenience measuresand equipment that will make
their lives easier.
• They can make sure that they carry
out any changes that affect their parents' lives with their folks' full
knowledge and consent so that thei r
parents won't sabotage their efforts.
• They can speak to their siblings
about their folks on a regular basis,
listen to their brothers' and sisters'
thoughts and feelings about their
parents' situation, and try to share
the load with them.
• They can meet(with their folks' permission) with their parents' friends
and neighbors as well as with their
physician, attorney, banker, and
clergyperson. And they can ask
these people to cal I collect if a problem comes up.
• If their parents need someone in
their community to keep an eye on
things,employees may want to consider retaining a professional geriatric care manager who can assess
the situation as it evolves, hire and
supervise help as it's needed, and
handle any emergencies that come
up. Professional geriatric care managers are familiar with all of the resources for seniors in the area, and
they have counseling skills which
they can use to try to help the parents accept necessary changes in
their lives. For a listing of qualified
care managers,employees can write
to the National Association of Professional Geriatric Care Managers;
655 N. Alvernon Way, Suite 108;
Tucson, AZ 85711, or they can call
the organization at(602)881-8008.
Continued on page 38
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The Overlooked Trauma in Workplace Violence:
Victim/Witness Emotional Responses to the
Criminal justice Process
by Michael Watson, CEAP, MFCC

We

How Wells Fargo uses EA to help employees work through their trauma
and become key witnesses in court.

have read and heard
about workplace violence
for the last several years. A
disgruntled or terminated employee
comes to work with a gun and kills a
manager or co-worker. Employees,
such as bank employees or store clerks,
find themselves witnesses to violent
crimes.
During the past few years, there
have been numerous articles and presentations on preventing workplace
violence, identifying the potentially
violent employee, and responding to
a violent incident in the workplace.
There has been little discussion, however, about the emotional reactions of
the employees who participate in the
criminal justice process. This article
discusses how organizations can use
the expertise of employee assistance
(EA) professionals, security personnel,
management, and victim/witness programs toassist employees who are experiencing adverse emotional
reactions.

Influencing Factors
Several situations have caused negativeemotional reactions for Wells Fargo
bank employees who were victim/witnesses of bank hold-ups:

Michael Watson, CEAP, MFCC

• An overly zealous investigator for
the defense attorney tried to force
his way into an employee's home
to question her about the hold-up;
• During the course of an investigation, the investigator brought the
semi-automatic weapon that was
used in the hold-up to the branch
for identification without notifying
the branch staff first;
• An employee was intimidated by
friends of the suspect because she
was going to testify at his trial.
The employees' reactions of fear,
anger, disbelief, insecurity, and a continued need to talk about the incident
were manifested in their work performance through conflicts with manag-

ers and co-workers, lower productivitydue to alack of concentration, and
reluctance to work in the teller line.
Aggressive questioning, identifying
suspects or evidence, and media involvementduring atrial are all part of
the criminal justice process. Employeeswho are victim/witnesses often are
surprised by, or become cynical of, the
behavior of police, attorneys, and management and may feel a lack of control and support. Organizations that
provide education and support can
assist employees who experience these
negative reactions.

The Robbery Box
Wells Fargo Bank has developed a
Robbery Essentials Program, nicknamed the Robbery Box because the
program is self-contained in a cardboard box. The purpose of the Robbery
Box is to provide managers with information, such as:
• Bank procedures on how to respond
during ahold-up;
• Ways to preserve evidence;
• The role of the Security Administration;
• The role of Employee Assistance Services;
• How to respond to employees'emotional reactions.

Managers are trained to use the Robbery Box by internal training staff, security specialists, and EA staff. Since
the trainingwasintroduced, managers
have become more aware of the impact of hold-ups on their staff, and have
been more effective in dealing with
emotional reactions.
The role of the EA department in this
process is to be proactive. Each time
there is a robbery, an EA consultant
contacts the branch and talks to the
affected employees by telephone. If the
hold-upwas atake-over—a hold-up in
which one or more suspects takes control of abranch—an on-site post-holdup debriefing, which includes
follow-up, is provided.
During these debriefings our employees discuss their fears about having to identify suspects and testify in
court. Employee Assistance Services
developed a job aid to deal with these
concerns.

Legal Assistance
The first step in developing this job
aid was to contact the district attorney's
office to find out the procedures for
prosecuting a suspect in court. According to San Francisco's assistant district
attorney, each crime is defined by characteristics or elements, for certain
crimes, an emotional reaction is one
of the characteristics or elements.
For example, the elements for robberyare taking money or something of
value by means of force or fear. In order to get a conviction, the district attorneymust prove that the suspect took
the money by either force or fear. Some
victims are afraid to acknowledge
their feelings of fear because
they do not want to appear
that they lost control duringthe incident. But if

the d istrict attorney cannot get the victim to admit to the fear, the case will
be lost.
Wells Fargo also consulted with the
San Francisco Victim/Witness Program,
which provided additional services
such as:
• Education: An explanation of the
criminal justice system tovictim/witnesses;
• Counseling: Supportive counseling
and someone who will accompany
the victim/witness to court if requested;
• Compensation: Help with obtaining
compensation for medical (and
counseling) expenses and/or wages
lost by the victim/witness.
According to program officials, it is
extremely important to explain to the
victims/witnesses their role and the districtattorney's role in the court process.
They must understand that eyewitness
testimony is only part of the evidence,
not the sole piece of evidence, used in
proving the guilt of the suspect.
The district attorney, not the victim,
is responsible for gathering physical
evidence, building a case, and convicting the suspect. The victim/witness's
only responsibility is to tell the truth
about what happened. Understanding
the person's role in the judicial process
goes a long way in alleviating the sense
of having too much responsibility for
the outcome of the trial.
Through this consultation, Wells
,Fargo Bank and the San Francisco DistrictAttorney's Office developed a betterworking relationship and enhanced
Wells Fargo's ability to respond to the

needs of employees with emotional
reactions.

Job Aid - Preparation
Another job aid, Witness Preparation Questions and Answers, was developed to help the witness prepare for
identifying witnesses and testifying in
court.
The questions were as follows:
• Will I have to testify in court?
• A police officer just asked me to participate in a field show-up. What is
a field show-up?
• I was told by the police that I will
have to identify the suspect in a I ineup. What is a line-up?
• If I have to testify, how many times
will I have to do so?
• What is it like to testify in court?
• Will I be safe if I testify?
• How will I be notified about appearing incourt?
• After I received the subpoena about
testifying,' I started to feel anxious
and moody and had a hard time
concentrating at work. What's the
matter with me?
• It has been several months since the
hold-up and I am starting to forget
some of the details. What can I do?
• The defense attorney's investigator
has contacted me. Do I have to talk
to him or her?
• What should I do if the investigator
gets pushy ortries to intimidate me?
• If I feel anxious or have another
emotional response to testifying,
where can I go for help?
After this job aid was released and
distributed, Employee Assistance Services received several calls from employees requesting on-site
consultations to help them
deal with problems during
the investigation and
prepare for court.

Continued on
page 35
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CONFERENCES AND 1NORKSHOPS

EACC-Approved Conferences
and Workshops
ILC Enterprises/Fillmore Center,
November 4 in Hillside, IL,"Case Management: New Perspectives for Assisting Employees with Psychiatric
Disabilities," 3 hrs.; contact Deb
Russell, 708-795-4800.
Mediplex, in Woodbury, NY: November 4, "Counter-Transference Issues: Treating Gay and Lesbian Clients
with Addictions," 21 hrs.; December 2,
"Working with Families with Domestic Violence," 2 hrs.; contact Robert
Anderson, 516-364-1048.
The Institute (at the Milwaukee
Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence), November 7 or 8: "Nicotine, Caffeine, and Over-the-Counter
Drugs," 3 hrs.; "Hallucinogens, Designer Drugs, and Marijuana," 3 hrs.;
November 14 or 15, "Psychiatric Diagnosis," 6 hrs.; November 21 or 22:
"Prescription Drugs," 3 hrs.; "Prevention," 3 hrs.; November 28 or 29,"Relapse Prevention," 24 hrs.; January 10,
"12 Step Programs of Recovery," contact Jeanne Barnes, 414-276-8652.
EAPA Kentucky Chapter, November
8 at University Club,"Precursors of Violence: When and How Do We Intervene?" 1 hr.; December 13 at University
of Louisville, "EMDR," 1 hr.; January
10 at University of Louisville,"Abused
Children Advocacy," 1 hr.; contact Bill
Forman, 502-581-4900.
EAPA Narrau/Suffolk (Long Island)
Chapter, November 9, "Healthcare
Reform-'95 Update," 4.5 hrs.; contact
Isabel Meltzer, 516-474-1799.
EAPA North Central Wisconsin,
November 9 in Waupala, WI,"Assessing Family Function," 1.5 hrs.; contact
George Glaser, 715-845-7175.
LifeStress Management, November
10 in Chicago, IL, "Critical Incident
28
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Stress Debriefing Process," 5.5 hrs.;
contact Charles Milofsky, 708-6329655.

Domestic Violence," 1 hr.; "Treating
Couples: Image Therapy," 1 hr.; contact~osephine Cleary, 703-642-0800.

Laureate Psychiatric Clinic and
Hospital, November 10 in Tulsa, OK,
"Over-the-Counter and Prescription
Drug Abuse," 1.5 hrs.; contact Martha
Dickman, 918-491-8142.

PALM (Problems of Addiction in Labor and Management), in Lake Forest,
CA: November 15,"Treatment WorksHealthand Wellness," 2.5 hrs.; December 20, "Sober CelebratingConstructive Confrontation," 2.5 hrs.;
contact Douglas Maguire, 213-7388864.

Committee On Alcoholism &Drug
Abuse for Greater New Orleans, November 10 in New Orleans, "Alcohol
Abuse and Child Abuse," 5.5 hrs.; contact Mary Carol Melton,504-834-4357.
Holly Hill Mental Health Services,
November 11 in Chapel Hill, "Using
Cognitive Therapy to Treat Borderline
Personality Disorder," 5.5 hrs.; contact
Meredith Dela Vergne, 919-250-7000,
ext. 7121.
Seabrook House, in Haddonfield,
NJ, November 12, "Substance Abuse
and Domestic Violence...The Fatal
Connection," 7 hrs.; December 3,
"Gender: Barrier of Bridge-Women
Treating Men in the Treatment Environment," 7 hrs.; contact Joseph Buccilli,
609-354-1420.
Pacificare of Oklahoma,Behavioral
Health Services, November 14 in Oklahoma City, "Focusing on Solutions:
Brief Therapy and Managed Care," 6.5
hrs.; contact Mary Hardy, 918-4591155.
Executive Group, November 15 in
Suncoast EAPA, "Downsizing of CorporateAmerica, Implications for EAPs,"
1.5 hrs.; contact Jeff Mello, 1-800-2260301.

Crestwood Hospital, November 16
in Huntsville, AL,"Learned Optimism,"
1 hr.; contact Robert Robinson, 205882-2121.
Enhance EAP, November 16 in AIexandria, VA, "Using Myers-Briggs in
the EAP," 1 hr.; call 703-914-6711.
EAPA National Headquarters, November 16-17 in Boston, MA, "Elements of EAP: A Comprehensive
Overview," 10.5 hrs.; contact Kelly
Ransom, 703-522-6272.
EAPA National Headquarters(DOD
Special Interest Group), November 17
in Boston, MA,"Violence in the Workplace," 3.5 hrs.; contact Kelly Ransom,
703-522-6272.
EAPs in Education, November 1718 in Boston, MA, 13 workshops have
been approved for credit of 1 - 1.5 hrs.
each; contact Joel Shapiro, 802-6562100.
EAPA Western Canada Chapter,
November 17 in Vancouver, "Awarenessand Taking Action: Violence in the
Workplace," 2 hrs.; December 15 in
Vancouver, "Employee Conflict in the

The Mental Health Association of
Northern Virginia, November 15 in
Annandale, VA:"Treating Couples: RelationshipEnhancement," 1 hr.;"Deal-

Workplace," contact George Grant,
604-985-7337.

ing with the Resistant Couple," 1 hr.;
"Treating Couples: Short-Term
Therapy," 1 hr.;"Treating Couples: MidLife Issues," 1 hr.; "Treating Couples:

Syracuse, NY: November 17, "What
Works When: Models of Change in
Treatment," 2 hrs.; December 15,
"EAP's Role in Assisting Students,

EAPA Central New York Chapter, i n

Teachers, and Administrators in Dealing with Sexual Harassment Issues in
the School Setting," 2 hrs.; contact
Constance Palumb, 315-435-4538.
Mustard Seed, Inc., November 17
in Philadelphia, PA,"Whose Feelings?
Countertransference in Group
Therapy," 3 hrs.; contact Terry Avi nger,
215-638-2273.

EAPA New Jersey Chapter, in
Piscataway, NJ: November 18, "Help-

ing People Empower Themselves,"
December 23, "Biofeedback and Brief
Therapy," 2 hrs. each; contact Edward
Jackson, 908-563-5000.
ACCESS EAP, November 21 in
Wichita, KS, "Team Building," 3 hrs.;
contact Kathleen Sparks, 316-6867854.

Mediplex, NYC Regional Services,
November 17 in New York City,
"Carefrontation tyith Dually Diagnosed
Client," December 14 in New York City,

"Wellness and the Helping Profession,"
2 hrs. each; contact noel Bradley, 212399-6900.

Canadian National Railway, November 24 in Vancouver, December 1
in Toronto,"EAPCommittee Workshop
- Day 1," 5 hrs. each; contact Karen
Carlsberg, 604-589-6696.

EAPA Colorado Chapter,January 13
in Glendale, CO,"Human Services &
TQM," 1 hr.; contact Alice Forshner,
303-689-9239, ext. 7329.
EAPA Suncoast Chapter,January 18,
"Eldercare Issues;" 1.5 hrs.; contact~eff
Mello, 1-800-226-0301.
~

s

National Alliance for the Mentally
III, November 14-15 in Arlington, VA,
"Using Outcomes Assessment to Improve the Quality of Care for Mental

Health and Substance Abuse TreatC~
ment," contact 703-524-7600.

Upper Valley Medical Centers/

Rutgers University Center of Alcohol Studies, in Piscataway, NJ: November 17, "Alcohol and the Elderly,"
December 1, "Stress and Chemical
Dependency: A Lethal Partnership,"
December 8, "Legal and Ethical Considerations," December 15, "Alcoholism Counseling from a Cultural
Perspective," January 12,"Psychoactive
Substance Use, Brain Damage, and
Neurocognitive Impairment," 6 hrs.
each; contact Gail Milgram, 908-4454317.
Continuing Medical Education Pro-

grams,Department of Psychiatry, University ofConnecticut Medical School,
in Farmington, CT: November 18,

"Children in Family Therapy: A Competence Approach," December 16,
"Solution-Focused Brief Therapy," 5.5
hrs.; contact Dorothy Kagan,203-6793789.
St. Luke's Behavioral Health Center,
November 18 in Phoenix, AZ,"ValueOriented Brief Therapy," 8 hrs.; contact Brenda Watkins, 602-251-8127.
EAPA North Florida Chapter, November 18 in Jacksonville, FL,"Depression in the Workplace," 1 hr.; contact
Sharon Elliott, 904-720-1612.

Stouder Memorial Hospital, November
29 or 30 in Troy, OH,"Advanced Training in Solution-Based Brief Therapy,"
5.5 hrs. each; contact Tami Yahle, 513332-8593.
EAPA Sacramento Chapter, November 30 in Sacramento, CA,"Healthcare
Reform Update," 1 hr.; contact Suzanne
McGann, 916-448-7818.

Charter Medical Corporation, November 30-December 3 i n Atlanta, GA,
23 workshops, 1 hr. each; contact Pat
Fields, 912-742-1161, ext. 2730.
The Milton H. Erickson Foundation,
Inc., December 5-6 in Los Angeles,

"Pre-Congress—The Challenge of Managed Care: What to Do Now to Succeed Tomorrow," 12 hrs.; December
7-11 in Los Angeles, CA,"The Sixth In-

ternational Congress on Ericksonian
Approaches to Hypnosis and Psychotherapy," 31 hrs.; contact Linda Carr
McThrall, 602-956-6196.

3RD WORLD CONGRESS
ON
STRESS, TRAUMA AND
COPING
Presentations on

Prevention,Intervention, and
Recover/from Workplace
Trauma

April 19 - 23, 1995
Sheraton Inner Harbor HoteX
Baltimore,'Maryland
CONTACT,TFIE:
INTERNATIONAL CRITIGAL.INCIDENT
STRESS FOUNDATION,INC.
SOZS DORSEY HALL DRIVE
SUITE 1~4

21042
Vo1cE (410)730-4311
Fax (410) 730-4313

ELLICOTT CITY MARYLAND

OR

EAPA Western New England Chapter, December 14 in Holyoke, MA,
"Changing Role of the EAP Consultant—Reaction or Creation?," 1 hr.;
January 11 in Springfield, MA,"Relapse
Prevention," 1 hr.; contact Marge
Babkiewicz, 413-784-4354.

E-MAIL
RSKLARZQUMBC.EDU
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ON THE LABOR FRONT
Summary of Labor Policy, 19921994
by Jack McCabe

This

is my last column as EAPA
Labor Chairperson. Iwill provide
a summary of EAPA's public
policy initiatives conducted in conjunctionwith Labor over the last three
years. I have served as Labor Chairperson since 1991.
Probably the most notable, and certainly most sustaining, accomplishmentfor organized Labor in the last few
years was the award of the $1.5 milliongrant, with guaranteed funding for
the first year, from the Department of
Labor for the George Meany Center for
Labor Studies to develop, in cooperationwith the AFL-CIO Community Services Department, a Substance Abuse
Institute, in lightof increasingcutbacks
in employee benefits, including substanceabuse treatment and prevention

Thanks to All Those Who
Supported Labor
want to thank those members of
the EAPA Board of Directors who
worked with Labor and its objectives.
john Gorman made the motion and
Terry Blum provided the second for
the Board to put a Labor person in
the office. The motion was approved
19 to 5 in favor. I will always remember that two Board members not affiliated with any union gave such
strong support for Labor. i also want
to thank Janet Mug, Phil Hess,
Madeleine Tramm, Miriam Aaron,
Carmen Abbott and Jim O'Hair for
their help.
Labor was successful in securing
support from EAPA's Board to require
hiring a Labor person on staff. AIthough EAPA's financial condition has
been said to preclude hiring this person to date, Labor will continue to
fight to ensure that an individual is
brought on as soon as possible. Given
the staff and management issues at
EAPA recently, I believe that the national office has been afraid to bring
a Labor person into the office.
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programs and to help unions better
provide direct assistance.
Jeff MacDonald, Deputy Director of
the George Meany Center, credited
EAPA Labor Chair Jack McCabe and
"hundreds like him" as the "persistent,
lonely voices in Labor" that lobbied for
the creation of the program. McCabe,
MacDonald acknowledged, spent
many hours urging the Center to get
more involved in this issue.
MacDonald emphasized that the ability of the Labor movement to address
these issues is an exciting proactive
step for Labor.
McCabe said, "I came to Washington to improve opportunities for Labor
and feel that the implementation of this
program is the best step forward."

want to thank members who
worked particularly hard: Mike Popp,
Skip Bradford, Terry Cowan, )ack
Dempsey, Ruby Richardson, Tom
Fitzmorris, Harvey Krebsfanger, Harry
Dent, Jack Freckman, Frank Carney,
Bill Ostiguy, Colleen Gardner and staff,
Linda Donahue, and Charla Parker.
will always remember Jim Ahern for his
help, may he rest in peace.
Some other points I'd like to mention:
• For the first time,there is now a regularmonthly Labor column in the Exchange, providing an opportunity
for ongoing communication.
• Labor did not endorse the selection
of Houston for the EAPA national
meeting because Houston had no
union hotels. Labor recommended
Las Vegas instead.
• Labor was successful in including
Labor representation on every one
of the national EAPA committees.
•The Atlantic City Council resolution
(pertaining to the Olympics)thatthe
contracts be awarded to responsible
contractors who pay prevailing
wages, have approved apprenticeship programs and pay health and

Labor Legislative Agenda
Political pundits agree that organized Labor has not fared well under
the Clinton Administration. Many Congressional Democrats have joined Republicans in blocking Clinton's
attempts to remedy social problems
with government involvement, and
Democrats joined Republicans in
backing Clinton when he sought probusiness measures. For example, Labor strenuously fought against the
NAFTA agreement with Mexico and
Canada, fearing American businesses
will favor utilizing cheaper labor at the
cost of jobs for American workers.
Clinton argued with business interests
that the agreement overall would mean
Continued on page 35
welfare benefits. I first asked the
Board to consider endorsing this
resolution in Atlanta in 1992. It
was finally passed at the 1993
Board meeting in Anaheim. However, the resolution has yet to have
been sent from EAPA to the Atlanta
City Council and the unions.
• I have protested, to the Board of
Directors, the procedures used at
the EAPA national office to replace
two staff positions and recommend
that these procedures be reviewed.
Previous hiring procedures at EAPA
included open advertising for positions, and were required to specifically advertise that EAPA was
an equal opportunity employer.
The open advertising included an
advertisement in the Exchange allowing the opportunity for EAPA
members to apply. These procedureswere not followed when the
editor of the Exchange and Director of Public Policy were hired.
want to thank Maureen Kerrigan,
former Director of Government Relations at EAPA, for her assistance in
preparing the public policy information in this article.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

N ews from the Third European EAP Conference,
October 17-19, Augsburg, Germany
by Konstantin von Vietinghoff and Sally Lipscomb

Did you know that:
• 25% of German drivers tested positive for drugs in a random screen?
• 50% of absenteeism in the Netherlands is estimated to be due to
psychosocial problems?
• 300-400 organizations now offer
broad brush EA programs in the U.K.
• 1200-1500 German companies have
worksite counseling programs?
These were just a few of the interesting facts to emerge from the diverse
group in Augsburg in October.
The conference, which took place
during European Addiction Week, was
sponsored by the Deutsche Hauptstelle
gegen die Suchtgefahren (Germany
Agency Against Dangerous Addictions),
the German federal government, and
EAPA.

An EA Program by Any Other
Name
While EA programs in Europe are
rarely known by the American name,
they exist in a variety of forms—substance abuse prevention, health promotion—for which effectiveness is well
proven in the context of economic and
political conditions in western Europe.
Herbert Ziegler of TEAM GmbH gave
an overview of prevention strategies in
the workplace. He emphasized the need
to help organizations write appropriate
policies, make prevention part of a
broader strategy of the human resources
management, and strengthen links with
surrounding infrastructures.
Behrouz Shahandeh, senior advisor
on drugs and alcohol, International LaborOffice(ILO) in Geneva,said that the
ILO has a Tripartite Committee of labor,
employers, and government. He recommends that prevention programs be
launched within a framework of health,
safety, welfare, and productivity. The ILO
(1) reviews literature and implements
guidelines,(2) reviews resource materialsand develops training programs, and
(3) implements demonstration programs
throughout the world.
The next speaker, Dr. Eric van de Loo
from the Institute of Human Resources
Management(IHRM)in the Netherlands,

gave an overview of core technology of
EA programs in the European market,
stressing the broad brush approach and
the need for professional training of staff.
From his experience in working with
many multinational corporations, he
cited EA professionals for failing to set
their sites on getting strategic support
from the client organization. He said EA
programs represent an underutilized resource for organizational stress prevention and reduction.
The afternoon featured the U.K.'s Dr.
Stephen Galliano, ICAS, with a workshop on building EA programs. Andre
Geel and Peter Steddon of the U.K. discussed overcoming organizational resistance to setting up and using EA
programs. William T. Wilson of William
M. Mercer, Inc., of Boston emphasized
that the future of EA professionals depends on their ability to interpret and
address change in the radically evolying work environment.
During an EAPA meeting on the first
day of the conference, attendees
pledged to assist in the promotion of the
1995 conference in Spain. Further,
members in Germany will be assessing
interest in developing a chapter there.

Growing Awareness of EA in
Europe
The second day featured the various
tools needed in marketing workplace
programs. First, Dr. Andrew Guppy, a
researcher from the U.K., spoke about
the importance of evaluation and outcomemeasures of an EA program. Later,
Linda Hoskinson, ICAS, discussed the
range of integration of external and internalelements of an EA program,stressingthat an effective program can never
be completed contracted out.
Lucie Paul Falck, Tripartite Committee for the Prevention of Alcohol and
Drug Problems in the Workplace, Norway,said Denmark was slowly examining its attitude toward alcohol in the
workplace, and was bringing its policies
more in line with those of Norway and
Sweden, who believe working life
should be free from the effects of alcohol and drugs.

Marta Jack, Human Optima, described Spain's growing awareness of
workplace substance abuse dangers,
along with the rise of HIV/AIDS and juvenile delinquency. She estimated that
Spanish companies lose $1 billion a year
due to alcohol and drug problems.
Spain, she said, now has both a private
and public treatment system.
Afternoon workshops included the
following:
• Dr. Shelley Reciniello, NewYork,and
Wolfgang Leber, Germany, addressing EA programs in financial institutions.
• Dr. Mark Tager, Great Performance,
Inc., emphasizing that health influences productivity and that a more
integrated wellness approach can improve organizational function.
• Holger Gelenborg, Public Services
Department of the City of Stuttgart,
telling of a long-term EA program
project within the public sector.
• John Cooper, Mobil Oil European
Medical Director, describing procedures for drug screening in certain
safety-sensitive situations, performed
by trained individuals under specific
policies with established testing
methods.
On the last day, Rik Bijl, ALCON
Foundation of the Netherlands, provided
an overview on workplace alcohol and
drug prevention in Europe based on a
study by the European Union and the
ILO.
Konstantin von Vietinghoff-Scheel
ended the conference with the proposition that a vast and interesting market
awaits those in Europe who offer expanded EA programs, both on an individualand organizational level, to senior
management.
C~?

The Fourth European EAP Conference isnow being planned for the first
week of October 1995, in Madrid,
Spain. Contact person is Marta Jack,
Human Optima, C/ Tegucigalpa, 4,
Las Rozas, 28230 Madrid, Spain. Tel.
Int. 34-1-634 57 22, Fax 0034-1-638
51 34.
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Above and Beyond Trauma Debriefings:
Strate ies for Pre-Intervention Planning
an Post-Intervention Follow-Up
by Gerald W. Lewis, Ph.D.

The best procedure is to take the time
to develop awell-planned and structured response rather than rush to have
an immediate one that is poorly coordinated and minimally organized.

The following information was excerpted from a presentation given at the
1994 EAPA District 1 Conference at
West Point. Dr. Lewis will present a
program at the national EAPA conference in Boston.

Pre-Interview Planning

responding.

s EA programs continue to provideservices ofgreater diversity,
there is a growing need for training and education with respect to crisis/trauma interventions. The Centers
for Disease Control estimates that there
are 10 million work-related injuries
and 7,000 trauma-related deaths each
year. The emotional, financial, and organizational impact of accidents,
deaths, robberies, criminal activities,
lay-offs, and other crises is far-reaching. As these events happen every day
in the workplace, EA professionals are
There may not be a clear sense of
what the appropriate response should
be, and many questions arise: How do
we educate the client-organization as
to the need? How should we respond—
with alarge group debriefing or with
several small groups? Who should be
included? When and where should it
take place? Should participation be
mandatory or voluntary? What if there
is an ongoing investigation? What is our
responsibility to the corporate office?
What is our responsibility to labor?
Further questions about policies, procedures, and protocols, team development, documentation, confidentiality,
and marketing strategies must be included as part of the EA professional's
agenda.
As more EA programs offer crisis/
trauma interventions, there is a growing awareness that a debriefing is not
the total intervention, but rather part
of an ongoing recovery process. And,
this process requires close attention to
organization, planning, and follow-up.
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Ideal Timing
The question of the ideal timing of
an intervention invariably is posed
during most workshops. The general
rule is to conduct a debriefing within
three days of the event; however,
debriefings may be held up to two to
three weeks after an incident and still
be a viable and meaningful intervention.
Waiting several days to conduct a
debriefing may be best for several reasons:
1. An investigation of the event may
be taking place and may add to the
crisis and need to be processed as
part of the debriefing;
2. People may not develop symptoms
until a day or two has passed, and
briefing is more relevant if individuals have some symptoms in order
to relate to the discussion;
3. People may have a need to go home
to loved ones, or to "get some
space" from the event before discussing what has occurred;
4. It may take time to plan the intervention, arrange for a room, get the
word to affected employees, negotiate pay status, etc.
Often, there is an expectation that a
debriefing must occur immediately.

The need for pre-intervention planning isbecoming increasingly obvious.
have heard of numerous situations
where the facilitators) walked into a
debriefing only to find that the agenda
of the participants was quite different
than was expected.
As in the case of the clinical interview, it is essential to do an "intake" in
order to do a needs assessment and
then develop an intervention strategy.
have apre-intervention worksheet
that I complete when receiving the initial call. It helps organize the process
from the beginning and then becomes
a part of the documentation. Yes, documentation.
As with any other EA/clinical service, it is essential to document what
is done and with whom. Another important step is to be sure that the
"higher-ups" have given approval of
the process as wel I as the arrangements
for scheduling, location, and participants.
Here are some examples of how
great efforts went awry due to insufficient pre-intervention planning:
1. A debriefing session was held in a
conference in which there was a
great deal of traffic and constant disruption tothe process as well as the
privacy. People came into the room
unannounced, and phones were
ringing.
2. During one debriefing, an argument
ensured between two fire service
personnel who were dating the
same woman. Their conflict was
well known to the department.

3. As a debriefing was getting underway, several participants angrily
complained that they had not been
told the purpose of the meeting and
were being forced to be there.
4. About two weeks after awell-received debriefing, a department
head called to express his concern
about overtime paid to participants
to attend the meeting.
5. At a hospital, the psychiatric staff
was called to help with a debriefing
around a SIDS case. When the facilitator arrived, he found that the
hospital chaplain had been called
(independently) by one of the staff
to co-lead the meeting.
If an organization is developing a
Critical Incident Stress/Trauma (CIS/T)
team, it is essential to have the team
well organized and coordinated. Planning and training meetings should be
conducted on a regular basis.
Many teams find that it may be difficult to coordinate and communicate
within the team. Turf concerns may
arise as a normal development of the
team, and ongoing attention must be
directed to managing these issues as
they arise. An openness to communicate honestly is essential. Keep in mind
that turf issues and inter-team friction
is an expected part of team development. It does not mean that the team
should be disbanded, but that regular
attention must be devoted to the maintenance of the team. I recommend that
the key positions within the team be
rotated on a yearly basis. By doing so,
all team members feel that they have
an opportunity to participate at any and
all levels.
The list in the box to the right includessome ofthe key issues and components of pre-intervention policy,
procedures, and protocols that must be
developed and/or resolved in order to
facilitate any intervention strategies.
Of equal importance to the pre-intervention planning is the post-intervention discussion. After each CIS/T
response, the team should meet as a
group to review the entire intervention.
Open discussion about all aspects of
the team's performance should be the
goal. To achieve this goal, it is important that the team trust and feel supported by one another.
When focusingon post-intervention
follow-up, here are some aspects to
consider:
• Do not wait for the debriefing participants to contact you if they need

When Developing Pre-Intervention Policy for Your
Critical Incident Stress and Trauma (CIS/T) Team,
Consider These Steps:
• Define what constitutes a critical
incident/crisis/trauma within the
context of the organization.
• For emergency service organizations: Formulate policy for education about CIS, time off after the
critical incident (if necessary), and
any other departmental issues.
• Clarify how CIS/T response is to be
utilized within the organization
and for what benefit or purpose.
Develop a memo, E-mail notice,
etc., to go to all employees.
• Delineate the chain of command
describing who is responsible for
initiating a CIS/T response and who
shall conduct the debriefing(s). If
a team is being developed, describe how training is to be
handled as well as process for intake, needs assessment, documentation, etc.
• Develop a handout that describes
the above-mentioned issues as
well as a statement regarding confidentiality and privacy with respect to any formal debriefings.
Specific concern with respect to
investigations must be addressed.
• Develop guidelines for mandatory
versus voluntary participation in
to. I pass around a sheet of paper
and ask them to put their names
and phone numbers on it in order
for me to contact them in the next
week or two. I instruct them not to
do so if they wish no contact from
me.
Anniversary dates may bring a recurrence of symptoms. I recommend to organizations that have
had a significant event to acknowledge it in some way.
With the permission of the debriefingparticipants,(often write a summary of the debriefing—the
concerns, suggestions, recommendations, etc.—to management. I do
this only when I have permission
ahead of time from management.
The feedback has been that the participantslike the idea that management wiI(know oftheir experience.
Management often wishes to know
how better to respond to the employees.

•

•

•

•

•

•

debriefings, and "on-the-clock" or
other payment status.
Propose clear directives limiting
communication with media with
the designation of a specific individualwho will serve as media liaison.
Identify who conducts the
debriefings: Peer counselors from
department/organization? A mental health agency? The EAP?
If the agency or department is going to utilize peer counselors, describethe level of training and any
professional back-up support.
In the case of serious injury or
death of an employee or a largescale disaster, describe support
services available for family members.
Designate an individual as the CIS
response coordinator. This individual is responsible for implementing and organizing the
aforementioned policies, procedures, and programs.
Develop guidelines and procedures todebrief the team members
and/or facilitators, if necessary.

• Do not forget family members and
other employees, within the organization, who may not have been
directly impacted by the incident,
but may have been affected.
• Write an article in the company
newsletter about the incident, reactions, and the benefit of trauma interventions. Maybe you can get one
of the employees to col laborate and
write one from his or her perspective.
Gerald W. Lewis, Ph.D., is the
founding director ofCOMPASS—Comprehensive Assessment & Consultation—providing employee assistance
programs, consultation, and training
services. Dr. Lewis wrote Critical Incident Stress & Trauma in the Workplace,
a book published by Accelerated Development, amember of[he Taylor &
Francis Group. You may reach him at
C~?
508-872-6228.
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VIDEO
REVIEWS

SUBJECT: Wellness/Health
Promotion
Title: Eat Smart
► Reviewer Comments
Good health promotion video for nutritionand prevention of disease. Video
is very interesting, informative and instructional, with nice graphics, good
narration, and excel lent presentation of
material. Would be very appropriate to
show as part of a health and wellness
employee education program.
Content Rating: 96
Comprehensive ............................ 96
Direct........................................... 96
Timely.......................................... 96
Accurate .................................... 100
Informative ................................... 92
Credible ..................................... 100
Presentation ................................. 92
Year of First Release: 1991
Length: 58 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: $49.95 to purchase.
Order: PBS Video
1320 Braddock Place
Alexandria, VA 22314-1698
(800)344-3337

Hess of workplace violence and educating about key behaviors (e.g. overreacting to criticism, suppressed rage,
blame, persecution/victimization).
Company should review video prior to
showing to employees to ensure it is
appropriate for that particular workplace.
Content Rating: 89
Comprehensive ............................ 92
Direct........................................... 88
Timely .......:............................:..... 88
Accurate ...................................... 80
Informative ................................... 96
Credible ....................................... 88
Presentation ................................. 92
Year of First Release: 1994
Length: 22 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: $495 to purchase; Video is part
of a 3-videotape series on workplace
violence (10%discount if you order 2
videos; 15%discount if you order all
3).
Order: AIMS Media
9710 Desoto Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(800)367-2467

visor." Yet this type of solution is not
always appropriate, especially in organizations where supervisors may not
be readily available. Video also fails to
address what should happen after the
supervisor is informed. There is no
mention of the EAP role in helping employees and companies deal with this
widespread problem.
Content Rating: 81
Comprehensive ............................ 76
Direct........................................... 84
Timely.......................................... 92
Accurate ...................................... 76
Informative ................................... 88
Credible ....................................... 72
Presentation ................................. 76
Year of First Release: 1994
Length: 25 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: $495 to purchase; Video is part
of a 3-videotape series on workplace
violence (10%discount if you order 2
videos; 15%discount if you order all
3).
Order: AIMS Media
9710 Desoto Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(800)367-2467

SUBJECT: Workplace Violence

SUBJECT: Workplace Violence
Title: Workplace Violence:
Employee Awareness

Title: Workplace Violence:
Customer Service and Field
Personnel

► Reviewer Comments
Good educational tool covering multiple levels of workplace violence that
employees may experience, including
dealing with anger,threats, harassment
and verbal aggression. Excellent portrayal of examples dealing with different kinds of incidents. Good for the
purpose of increasing employee aware-

► Reviewer Comments
Good video to show employees who
deal with the public. Provides information on how to recognize and address
various kinds of threats, harassment,
and other problems in the workplace.
Video, however, conveys the message
that the answer to workplace violence
problems is in "talking to your super-
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Also Available.. Ticking
Bombs: Defusing Violence in
the Workplace
Year of First Release: 1994
Length: Part 1:32 min.(Prevention); Part
II:10 min.(Preparedness)
Format: VHS

Cost: $795 (includes a leader's guide
and a book, which video is based on.
Order: corVision Media, Inc.
1359 Barclay Blvd.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(800)537-3130

C~

OVERLOOKED TRAUMA
from page 27

On-Site Consultation
The on-site visits are generally conducted by atwo-person team—a representative
from
Security
Administration and an Employee Assistanceconsultant. The consultant acts
as a facilitator and counsels the group
or individual employee about possible
reactions. The security manager/specialistacts asthe organizational expert
on the criminal justice process, provides liaison to the district attorney's
office, policy, or FBI, and addresses the
safety concerns of the employee.
The team's first step is to meet with
the manager to develop a plan for addressing the concerns of the employees. The team discusses the types of
reactions or problems occurring with
the employees and discusses the
company's view on having employees
testify and what options they have in
the process.
The team then provides the on-site
consultation as follows:
• Overview. The team reviews what
has happened during the course of
the investigation and trial preparation. Employees discuss their feelings about the process, especially
any concerns about how the police,
FBI, or district attorney's office is
handling the process. Employees

ON THE LABOR FRONT
from page 30
more business for American industries,
and, therefore, more jobs.
Labor fought hard for comprehensive national healthcare reform, proving to be one of the few groups to have
stuck with the fight until the end when
Congress declared passage of a bill no
longer viable this session. Mary
MacDonald, staff representative with
the AFL-CIO's Department of Community Services, presented Labor's position on healthcare reform at EAPA's
Public Policy Conference (see May
1994 Exchange). Labor can be expected to renew the fight for healthcare
reform next year when Congress is expected to take up the issue again.

may also discuss their difficulties in
recalling exact details of the crime
and their fears about making mistakes during their testimony.
o Psycho-education. The security
manager/specialist discusses the
criminal justice process, how to address problems when they occur,
and how the security manager/specialist can help. For example, if the
witness cannot remember certain
aspects of the crime, the security
manager/specialist can help obtain
a copy of the original statement.
The EA consultant addresses employees' emotional reactions as a
part of a normal recovery process
and elicits ideas regarding how employeescan support each other. This
person also discusses the counseling services available through Employee Assistance Services.
Problem resolution. During this
stage, a plan is developed to address
problems the employees have
raised. The goal is to reach agreement on how the problems wi I I be
addressed, and what role employees, management,security manager/
specialist, and EA consultant will
play in this process, including
whether or not to accompany an
employee to court.
At the end of this process, the employees tend to feel empowered and
develop a better sense of what types of
issues are in their control or out of their

Labor and Management
Working Together on DOT
Alcohol Testing
The development of the Department
of Transportation alcohol testing rules
proved to be an unprecedented manifestation of the ability of EAPA to utilize its unique position to forge
alliances with both organized Labor
and businesses and bringthem together
on a public policy issue. Prior to the
implementation of the final rules governing alcohol testing by the Department of Transportation, Labor
representatives participated with business representatives in a discussion
meeting spearheaded by EAPA to explore areas for cooperation. Informal
relationships and interactions were established or strengthened for further
discussions, information- sharing, and
strategizing during development of the

control. They usually feel better becausethe company has shown its support by providing counseling to help
them with their emotional reactions.

A Better Working Relationship
It is important to listen to employees' concerns and fears and provide
them with support and guidance as
they go through the court process.
Empowered by support from their
workplace,they are likely to deal more
effectively with their reactions, recover
more quickly, and be able to maintain
good work performance. At the same
time, the employee who understands
the process and his or her role in it will
be a more effective witness and aid the
prosecution in convicting the perpetrator.
The employee will regain a sense
of control and feel that the experience
was a positive, rather than a negative,
one. As for the employee's co-workers, the news of a successful prosecution can do wonders for morale. For
these reasons, businesses and other
organizations should be encouraged to
develop programs to assist their own
employees who have been victims of,
or witnesses to, violent crime.
Michael Watson, MFCC, CEAP, is a
counselor/consultant with Wells Fargo
C~?
Employee Assistance Services.

rules. Aworkshop at EAPA's 1993 Public Policy Conference featured representativesfrom Labor who spoke on the
upcoming publication of the final rules.
EAPA assisted in the development of a
training film for unions. C~?
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Insight
Kaiser Permanente
DynCorp
Rothschild's Files
Logical Systems Solutions, Inc.
Pride Institute
Performance Resource Press
Internat'I CIS Foundation
Nat'I Health Care Congress
American Express
Upjohn
Smithers
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE IN THE NEWS

by Kay Springer, Editor, The Exchange

Employee

assistance has been in
the news across the U.S., and particularly in the last quarter of
1994. Every month, the Exchange will
provide highlights from articles of interest to EA professionals.

~► Inc. Magazine, July 1994, "Choosing an EAP," by Karen Carney, reporter:
Describes how EA programs area costeffective benefit for small businesses.
"About 10% of small companies now
offer this relatively cheap benefit." Also
includes points for evaluating the suitability of an EAP.(Reporter interviewed
EAPA member Kris Brennan, CEAP,for
this article.)
~► Austin American-Statesman,Ju ly 31,
"Helping Hands," by R. Michelle
Breyer, reporter: Explains how "companies are finding that helping workers resolve personal problems reduces
absenteeism, injuries, and other profit
eaters." Offers very positive points
about EA programs. (Includes quotes
from EAPA spokesperson.)
~►COSE Update, July 1994, "Don't
Sell Employee Assistance Plans Short,"
by EAPA member Steve Felber, Director of Marketing for Phoenix GroupEAP: "Employee Assistance Plans are
not a panacea for addressing all employees' problems, but those companies which utilize these confidential
services show decreased expenses and
enjoy, on the average, a 70 percent
success rate in resolving employees'
issues."
~ Workers Comp News,"Raiding Private Files Makes for an Unfair Fight,"
by Pat Sheppard, reporter: Article is
fairly good representation of EA information with the exception of one major point. When describing situations
that require disclosure (possibility of
child abuse, elder or spouse abuse, or
harm to oneself, reporter misquoted
EAPA standards. Article inaccurately
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states that information may be released
if employee has been specifically referred to the program by a supervisor.
Reporter failed to specify limitations of
intervention by supervisor.
~► Detroit Free Press, August 9, "Employee Assistance Helps on Both
Sides," by Sharony Andrews Green,
reporter: Describes a GM employee
who turned to company EA program
for assistance with alcohol problem.
Fifteen years later, employee says,
"I don't know what goes on data-wise
and what information they keep, but
can tell you that their strong suit has
been their confidentiality. There's no
telling where I'd be if it weren't for this
program...." (Includes quotes from
EAPA spokesperson.)
Article was later distributed through
the Knight-Ridder Newswire and appeared in many newspapers across the
country, including The Washington
Post.
►Associated Press Financial Wire,
August 16, 1994, "On the Job: Employee Assistance Programs Can Be a
Mixed Blessing," by Lisa Genasci, reporter: Quotes several organizations
(but not EAPA) regarding the confidentiality of EA programs. Quotes include
Craig Cornish from the American Bar
Association and Cliff Palefsky from
National Employment Lawyers, both of
whom have been interviewed for other
articles. Article describes instance in
which a medical report from a company physician was believed to have
been reviewed by company execu-

tives. Using this inaccurate example,
the article tries to build a case for lack
of confidentiality in EA programs.
This article was distributed to many
newspapers across the country through
the Associated Press wire service.
I» Group Health News, August 26,
1994, "Employee Assistance," which
appeared in newsletter from the Group
Health Cooperative of Puget Sound
(GHCPS): EAPA member Edward

Emerson,CEAP, who is manager of the

EAP for GHCPS, helped develop this
article clarifying the confidentiality of
this program serving almost 10,000
employees.
'■►Legal Management, August 1994,
"Employee Assistance Programs," by

Patrick J. Edwards: Advises readers to
look at EA programs as acost-effective
benefit. "When issues are serious, the
EAP counselor can refer your attorney
or staff member to local qualified professionals or agencies....Lawfirm managers can engineer a positive working
environment. Thoughtful and creative
programs to minimize the likelihood
of a potentially disabling illness are
almost limitless and taking the initiative to institute some of them will be
appreciated by all firm members."
~Human Resources Executive, September 1994, "Plugging the EAP
Leaks," by Vincent Zinno, reporter:
Describes how EAPs have become
popular and gives information on how
HR managers can select a provider.
"Expert say companies should grill
potential EAP providers on the confidentialityissue before signing on to use
their services. Though many EAPs use
only licensed and certified professionals as counselors, the industry is still
largely unregulated." (Includes quotes
from EAPA spokesperson.)
1» You and the Law, September 1994,
"Building a Legal Shield forYour EAP":
Article, which was developed for readers of newsletter distributed by the
National Institute of Business Management, presents some unusual views of
EA program confidentiality. "Make it

clear to your employees that information given to an EAP will not be absolutely confidential. Brochures or
booklets should say that the company
has the right to get personal information from the EAP contractor. You can
soften that warning by explaining that
the company needs the information to
Continued on page 38
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Lincoln EAP, Inc. Celebrates 20th Anniversary
The Lincoln _
r
(Nebraska) EAP,
~
Inc., one of the
first EAP consor- i =~'~~ ~il
tia established in ~
the U.S., held a ~~
20th anniversary ,,.
celebration on ~
September 30.
The festivities included an open
house and a speClal tribute

~,,.
~
"'

<=
'
~
~'
~.
f

~
~
~~'

~~-'j;

el'- Happy 20th Anniversa

tional Branch of that agency, where he served from 1972 to
1980.
During that time, he helped organize the "Thundering
Hundred" training at Pinehurst, North Carolina, and subsequenttraining initiatives. Many current employee assistance
leaders began their careers with an NIAAA-funded demonstration grant.
Godwin has been active in EAPA since its inception. In
fact, EAPA,then known as ALMACA,was awarded an NIAAA
demonstration grant. Godwin has served on the original
EAPA Standards Committee, was active in education and
training activities, and served on the Professional Standards
Committee.

to Lincoln EAP Members

an~staff!

formance for~the
Lincoln EAP by the Sane and Sober Theater of Chicago.
Established through a 1974 grant from the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA),the Lincoln
EAP has grown steadily, gaining acceptance from the business community and a reputation as a model EAP consortium serving small- and medium-sized businesses. Today,
the Lincoln EAP serves more than 25,000 employees and
their families in Nebraska and other states.(See 1994 October Exchange,"The Consortium Approach: Sharing the Caring," for more information.)

Don Godwin Retires
Don Godwin, 1993 EAPA Member of the Year and former
Chief of the Workplace Community Prevention Branch for
the Center for Substance ~Obuse Prevention, retired from the
federal government in late September.
Godwin is well known for his support of employee assistance, particularly during the 1970s. In 1971, Godwin joined
the federal government to become Deputy Chief of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA).
In 1972, he succeeded Wil Foster as Chief of the Occupa-

CADA Honors Betty Ford with John Lucas
Award
More than
500
people
gathered at the
~~
~
s~'
'~
"
Washington
`~ ~
Hilton on Au~,~ r„,
~ gust 31 to join
:the Corporation
eta, '
~'"'
Against Drug
~~°~'';
Abuse (CADA)
r
`~'~~
'~, in
honoring
~,
1
~~
~ E~ ~ ~
Betty Ford, 1994
recipient of the
(left to right), Nina Selin, wife of the founder of
John
L u Ca S
CADA; Cheryl Orr, CEAP; Dottie Blum, CEAP;
Bernie McCann; Kitty Conlan, CEAP; and Elena
Award recognizCarr, CEAP.

ing nationwide

contributions to
substance abuse prevention, treatment, and awareness.
CADA staff who presented awards included EAPA member Elena Brown Carr, CEAP, Director of CADA's Workplace
C~?
Programs.

"The Future is Now: What An Opportunity"
March 22-24, 1995
16th Annual 1Yaining Conference
sponsored by EAPA North Carolina Chapter

University Hilton, Charlotte, North Carolina
For more information, contact John Howard,704-252-5725
Watch for conference brochure and registration in January 1995.

Preview of Topics &Speakers:
Conference Moderator...John Burke
Behavioral Healthcare & EAP...Monica Oss
Depression in the Workplace...J. Raymond De Paulo, MD
Integrated Healthcare Delivery Systems...Dan Ansel
Advanced Supervisory 1Yaining...Don Phillips
Behavioral Risk Management...Rudy Yandrick
EAP Basics...lim O'Hair
Humor in the Workplace...Steve Kissell
And...Much More!
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a different picture being painted," she
said. (Includes quotes from EAPA
spokesperson.)

EA IN THE NEWS
from page 36
help the worker with his problem.
Don't limit the situations where the
data will be requested...."
'■►Minneapolis, Minnesota Star Tribune, September 5, Letter to the Editor—"EAPArticle Not Credible" by Lee

Mauk: EAPA member offers to set the
record straight about inaccuracies in
August AP story (See above). According to the author, "The greatest challenge that my colleagues and I have
faced over the years has
been...developing astrong level of trust
in the face of those who assume the
employer wants to know all....lt disturbs me that what thousands of professionalshave worked at so diligently
can be undone by an uninformed journalist in one fell swoop."
~► Boston Business Journal,"Privacy of
EAP Visits Elicits Some Concern," September 23-29, by Morgan Baker, reporter: Reinforces confidentiality as
being paramount to the success of an
EA program. Includes reference to
EAPAethical guidelines as mainstay for
most EA programs. One individual who
performed research on EA program
confidentiality "concurs that confidential ity iscritical tothe success of an EAP.
In studies lookingatemployee perception of EAPs, [she] found respondents
indicated that EAPs were confidential
and professional. I'm surprised to see

Elderly Parents
from page 25
They can think about moving their
parents closer to them. This usually
works best if the parents want to
make the move very much, no
longer have close friends or family
members in their area, or must move
to a care facility and have no one
else to look after them.
They can get emotional support and
useful information by joining a
caregiver support group, by subscribing to aneldercare publication
such as Capsule, Parent Care Advisor, Answers, and/or by reading a
good book on the subject.
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►Boston Business Journal, September
23-29,"Corporate Citizenship Is Rede-

fined," by EAPA member Bradley
Googins, CEAP, director of Boston
University's Center on Work and Family: Describes how the changing cultureand demands of the workplace and
society have led to a wide array of EA
issues, including workplace violence,
day care, elder care, domestic and
sexual abuse, adolescent problems,
and others. Googins was invited to
write this article on behalf of EAPA.
►Kansas City Business Journal, "In-

roads in Intervention," by Steve
Grossman, reporter: Gives many good
examples of EA program topics and
how they are helping reduce overall
costs of benefits. Also includes discussion on whether EA programs should
be merged with wellness programs—
"...considering EAPs and overall
wellness as separate matters drives up
costs for employers and complicates
matters as each program must be administered by different managers.'This
impedes preventative efforts and creates conflicts,' she says. 'Proactive
companies are merging these areas
along with benefits design and health
C~?
and disability management."'

• They can continue to explain the
situation and communicate their
needs clearly to their spouses and
children so that resentment doesn't
build upon the home front.
Taken together, all of these strategies can significantly lessen the load
on long-distance caregivers and will
enable them to be their best at work.
This material has been adapted from
PARENTCARE SURVIVAL GUIDE:

Helping Your Folks Through the NotSo-Golden Years by Enid Pritikin and
Trudy Reece. The paperback is available for $8.95 at most bookstores, or it
can be ordered from Barron's Educational Series, Inc. by calling(800)645C~?
3476.

..
.~~~,r:

--

District I Conference

Eastern and Mid-Atlantic Regions
Baltimore, Maryland
July 9-12, 1995

The Conference Committee requests that your workshop
presentation reflect the conference theme and promote
general knowledge in the EAP field.
Length: 500 - 1000 words
No. of copies: 10

Include:

Presentation Specifications

1. Resume with related EAP, publication, and
presentation experience

(circle one):

2. Objectives of workshop presentation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3. Explanation of relevance of presentation to
conference theme
4. Three questions the audience will be able to
answer (submit answers to questions)

Work Content Area: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Work organization
Human resources management
EAP policy and administration
EAP direct service
Chemical dependency/addictions
Personal/psychological problems

Length of presentation: 1 -1/2 hrs. (including Q&A)

Type of presentation (circle one):
Lecture

Experiential

Discussion

Other

Panel (name panelists)
Audiovisual requirements

DEADLINE: JANUARY 20, 1995
Selected presenters will be notified by February 24, 1995
(see reverse side)
NOVEMBER 1994
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Lead Presenter

Co-Presenter (if applicable)

Name
Title
Organization

Name
Title_
Organization

Address

Address

Phoned

Phoned

)

References

(provide names of two people familiar with previous presentations ofi yours.)
Name
Address

Name
Address
Phoned

)

Phone

)
Mail to:

Bernie McCann, CEAP
Laborers' Health &Welfare Fund
1225 Eye Street, N.W., Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202)628-5465

• Organizational Consultation
• Workplace 2000
• Special Needs
• Cultural &Ethnic Concerns
• Americans with Disabilities Act
• Conflict Management
• Addictions and Workplace Impact
• Outcome Measurement
• Other Research Approaches
• Labor/Management Cooperation
• Public/Private Partnerships
• Ethical Issues
• Specialized EAPs &Blended Models
Benefits
• Downsizing or Restructured Workplaces
Note: Incomplete submissions or deviations from requirements shown in this Call for Papers will not be
considered.
Material cannot be returned unless accompanied by
a SASE.
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• Health Care Reform
• EAP/Managed Care Interface
• Integrated Care Issues
• Impaired Professionals
• Time-Limited Counseling
• Compulsive Disorders
• Religious Diversity
• Eldercare Issues
• Shift Work and Other Stresses
• Drug Testing and Other Regulations
• Wellness and EAPs
• Supervisory Training Revisited
• Relapse Prevention
• Violence
• Organizational Development
Travel, accommodations, and conference registration
costs are the responsibility of the presenters. Presenters who choose not to attend the full conference
will be extended aone-day courtesy registration for
the day of their presentation.

r
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... find the solutions you need now at NMHCC.
Seventh Annual
National Managed Health Care Congress
April 2.5,1995, Sheraton Washington/Omni Shoreham
The Nation's largest and most diverse meeting of all constituents involved in the
management of health care — purchasesr,payors, providers and suppliers.

CONFIRMED KEYNOTE PANEL:
7'HF, MCI,AUGHLlN GROUP
NIOR1'ON M.KONllRAKF'., Executive Ediror and Columnist, Roll Cnll
~L~ANOR CLIFT, White House Correspondent, Nei~~sweek
MODL+'RATOR: JOHN MCLAUGHLIN,PHD, Gentor, Executive Producer, and Host
The McLaughlin Group
FRED BARNNS, Senior Editor, The Neer Republic
CLARF.NCF,PAGF„ Columnist and Editorial Board Member, The Chicago Tribune

• Over 350 internationally
renowned speakers, including
eight keynote panels.
10 Tracks and over 125
sessions for Employers,
Managed Care Organization
Executives, PPOs,Public
Health Care Purchasers,
Behavioral Health Professionals, Hospital and Provider
Executives, Pharmacists,
Physicians, MIS Professionals
and the Military &Uniformed
Services.

~ A series of informal peer-driven
roundtable discussions on vital
managed care topics.

For More Information, Call Today: (617)487-6700

~ Intensive symposia on key topics in
managed care today.
Special Summits — "Meetings
within the Meeting" —for
Corporate Benefits Executives,
Hospital &Managed Care CEOs,
Medical Directors and Pharmacy
Directors

Name
Title
Company

The

National
• Two exposition halls featuring
over 400 companies.

M~1ri1 ed
He~lt C~t'e

Con ress
• Networking with over 8,000 of
your peers from all segments of
the industry.

~
~ °-~~
~~~

City, State, Zip
Phone/F~x
Mail lo: National Managed Hwlth Cnre Congress, 1000 Wiener Street, Suite 4000, Waltham,
MA 02154; fax (617)487-6709. Questions? Call (617)487-6700 for more infonnaliai.
YYD
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EAPA Annual Conference Will
Include Confidentiality
Workshop
In response to a growing interest in
dialogue on the issue of confidentiality and employee assistance records,
EAPA has added a special workshop
scheduled for Monday, November 21,
9:30 to 11 :00 a.m, in Boston.
The session will include the following panelists:
• Sandra Nye, LCSW,)D
President
Nye and Associates, Ltd.
Chicago, Illinois
• Joel Levy, Esq.
President
Kaye Benefits Consultants
New York City
• Bern Beidel, CEAP
Director
Office of Employee Assistance
U.S. House of Repr~5~tatives
Washington, D.C;;i?

tire'describconfidentialotvpe of that
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Members of the Child and Family
Committee will be meeting in .Boston
on Thursday, November 17,from 7:00
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. for a meeting over
dessert and coffee. On Saturday, November 19, the Committee will meet
for a roundtable discussion from 6:30
p.m. to 8:00 p.m. The discussion will
be chaired by EAPA member Bradley
Googins, Ph.D., Director, Center on
Work and Family.

Workplace Violence
Presentation to Boston
Business Community
Scheduled for Friday,
November 18
EAPA members are wel I aware of the
dangers of violence in the workplace,
but not all business people are prepared to handle its effects.
As a public secyice to the Boston
business commun►ty, EAPA will sponsor a special semi~rentitled "Violence

in the Workplace." Invitations to this
free event have been distributed to hundreds ofbusinesses inthe Boston area.
The event will take place at 4:00 p.m.
in the Sheraton Boston Hotel in
Gardner A/B Rooms.
The seminar will include EAPA
members as well as representatives
from the U.S. Justice Department and
the Office of the District Attorney in
Boston, who will give statistics on the
cases they have seen in the past. After
the seminar, the participants are invited
to join in viewing the exhibits and to
stay for the dessert reception.

1994 EFPR FNN(JHL CONFERENCE
EXNI31TORs LIST
Please show your appreciation to these EAPA Exhibitors
who have supported our 23rd Annual Conference:
Accurate Assessments
Booth 721

Craig House Hospital
Booth 209

Labor
Booth 124

Proctor Hospital
Booth 213

AdCare Hospital of Worcester, Inc.
Booth 517

Cri-Help
Booth 502

~qp
Booth 122

ProtoCall Services, Inc.
Booth 217

Alcoholics Anonymous
Booth 203

Cumberland Heights
Booth 125

Lawphone, Inc.
Booth 204

Rothschild's Files
Booth 100

Alternatives In Treatment
Booth 322

DataMinder Systems
Booth 812

Logical Systems Solutions, Inc.
Booth 102

Rush Behavioral Health Center
Booth S00

American Academy of Health Care
Providers
Booth 220

Delaware Valley Mental Health
Foundation
Booth 312

Managed Care Programs, Inc.
Booth 106

The S.A.S.S.I. Institute
Booth 201

American Airlines AAir Born
Booth 105

Dovetail Partners, Inc.
Booth 308

The Meadows
Booth 310

Scanlon Shay Company
Booth 504

American Express Company
Booth 406

Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives, Inc.
Booth 408

MEDCO
Booth 208/210

Scott Publishing Company
Booth 223

APOGEE, Inc.
Booth 319

Employee Assistance Magazine
Booth 409

Medical Data Source
Booth 224

Shepherd Hill Hospital
Booth 705

Aspen Health Services
Booth 717

5-Star Treatment Network
Booth 701

Mediplex/Sunrise Healthcare204
Booth 204

Sierra Tucson
Booth 101

Beech Hill Hospital
Booth 515

Father Martin's Ashley
Booth 709

Metrowest Mental Health Assoc.
Booth 304

Smithers Treatment Center
Booth 103

Behavioral Health Managed Care
Services
Booth 306

First Hospital Corp.
Booth 104

Narcotics AnonymousBooth 214

Solutions
Booth 315

FLI Learning Systems, Inc.
Booth 400

National Association of Alcoholism &
Drug Addiction(NAADAC)
Booth 412

South Oaks
Booth 418

Freedom House
Booth 719

National Association of Social Workers
Booth 806

Gosnold on Cape Cod
Booth 200

National Clearinghouse for Alcohol &
Drug Info
Booth 205

Behavioral Health Management
Booth 305
Betty Ford Center
Booth 407
Bournewood Hospital
Booth 519
Brattleboro Retreat
Booth 225
Bridgeway
Booth 703
The Brown Schools Behavioral Health
System
Booth 300
Buckley Productions, Inc.
Booth 800
Bureau for Employee Education
Booth 222
Center for Behavioral at Southwood
Community Hospital
Booth 311
Centers for Disease Control/BusinessLabor Respond to AIDS
Booth 123
Charter Behavioral Health Systems of
Delmarva (Charter-Warwick)
Booth 314
Charter Brookside Behavioral Health
System of N.E.
Booth 202
Consumer Credit Counseling Service
Booth 212
Cornerstone
Booth 414

Guenster Rehabilitation Center
Booth 506
Hazelden
Booth 503/501
Health Management Systems of
America
Booth 513
Heritage Health Systems
Booth 216
Human Affairs International
Booth 126
Innovative
Booth 813
InStream
Booth 309
lob Bank
Booth 120
Johnson Institute
Booth 313
Jolimar Summit Recovery Center
Booth 707
Justice Dept./Office for Victims of
Crime
Booth 206
Krames Communication
Booth 508

National Federation of Societies for
Clinical/Social Work
Booth 207
National Institute of Mental Health
Booth 808
National Trauma Services
Booth 318
New Hope Treatment Centers
Booth 221
OPTIONS Mental Health
Booth 507
Peninsula Village
Booth 324
Performance Resource Press
(EAP Digest)
Booth 521
Pioneer Healthcare
Booth 505
Plan 21, Inc.
Booth 509
Post Trauma Resources
Booth 211
Prevention Research Institute
Booth 317
Priority Pharmacy
Booth 715

St. James Center
Booth 107
St. Paul Fire &Marine Insurance
Booth 401
Stuyvesant Square of Beth Israel
Medical Center
Booth 302
Sweap Productions
Booth 108
Transitions
Booth 713
Treatment Centers Magazine
Booth 810
Tully Hill
Booth 711
The Upjohn Company
Booth 402/404
Valley Forge Medical Center &
Hospital, Inc.
Booth 416
Valley Hope Association/Alcohol and
Drug Treatment Services
Booth 511
Willingway
Booth 301
Wordsworth Academy
Booth 320
Workman Publishing Company
Booth 303
Workplace Connections
Booth 316
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EAPA Members and Guests

Gather for Capitol Hill Reception
n October 4, EAPA welcomed
new Chief Operating Officer
Sylvia Straub to the employee
assistance community during a twohour reception held in the Rayburn
Building on Capitol Hill. Approximately 80 guests attended, including
representatives from:
• The American Association for Marriageand Family Therapy
• The American Occupational
Therapy Board
• The American Psychological Association
• The College and University Personnel Association
• The Corporation Against Drug
Abuse(CADA)
• The Health and Medicine Counsel
of Washington
• The National Alliance for the Men-

tally III
• The National Alcohol Treatment
Consortium
• The National Committee on Mental Health
• The National Mental Health Association
• Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration(SAMSHA)
• U.S. House of Representatives
• U.S. Postal Service
EAPA members Bernie Beidel,
Dottie Blum, Elena Carr, Eileen Fenrich,
Debbie Frank, Nick Gottshall, Helene
King, Dave Livingstone, Dale Masi,

Sylvia Straub and
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(left to right) Shiela Macdonald, Sandra Turner, Jan Meyers, Sylvia Straub

Lisbeth McBride, Bernie McCann,
Cheryl Orr, Lee Smith, Rick Wall, and
Steve Wilson joined in welcoming
Straub and visiting with guests.
Earlier that day, Strau
joined EAPA Presiden
Sandra Turner and Legislative
and Public Policy Directo
Sheila Macdonald in meetingwith Rep.~an Meyers(RKS), Ranking Republican on
the House Small Business
Committee, about EAPA's
interest in reaching out to
the small business owners
to provide EA sercesfor their emloyees.
Meyers reponded with
nterest and re~uested support for a bill
she had introduced to make
permanent the 25% deduction small business owners
had been allowed for health
insurance costs. EAPA staff
told her they would look
into establishing a position
on this issue at the annual
conference in November.
The following day, the
game EAPA team met with

Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA), Chairman of the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee,to thank him for
his support of EA programs in

--~~- ~.~r~vm Forbes

healthcare legislation
in the past year. Senator Kennedy commented that the healthcare issues
would not disappear and that they
would be around for a long time. He
said basic issues of coverage—for 35
million Americans—and benefits
will have to be confronted and adC~?
dressed.

Meet Sheila Macdonald, EAPA

Legislation and Public Policy Director
heila Macdonald, EAPA's new Director of Legislation and Public
Policy, recently spoke with Kay
Springer, Editor of the Exchange, regarding her new responsibilities:
How do EAPA issues fit in with your
previous experience with other associations?
I've worked for three major national
associations where responsibilities involved both federal and state issues.
am very familiar with the multiplicity
of state initiatives and the need to keep
this abundant creativity from overwhelming our professionals with too
many uncoordinated requirements.
think this past experience will help me
"hit the deck running" so that the interests of EA professionals can be enhanced and protected, no matter what
level of government brings forth new
laws or rules.
What are your plans for communicating with the EAPA membership?
Communicating effectively and
quickly with EAPA members is essential to the success of this association's
efforts. I plan to use some communication channels already in place and
to initiate others.
First, I want to provide a full analysis and background on legislative issues in the monthly Public Policy
column in the Exchange. I intend to
give much more coverage to state legislationand the creative actions of state
chapters so that other chapters can
benefit from the successes of their colleagues.(See State-Side, page 21.)
The second means of communication will be a federal and state legislative newsletter to be issued six times a
year, when legislatures are in session.
These reports will provide extensive
information so that oar members will
understand what's been happening
with the bills. Armed with good information, EAPA members will be more
at ease expressing their views to elected
officials. An adjunct to this newsletter
will be an Information Bulletin providing specific analysis on laws or rules.
The fourth communication vehicle
will be the Action Alert. I've already

issued one, so EAPA members have an
idea of what these documents will
cover. The Action Alert wil I offer timely
and specific guidelines about letters
EAPA members should write, cal Is they
should make,or wires they shou Id send
on fast-moving issues.
I'd also like to develop a telephone
tree for making immediate contacts,
and I hope to set up a mechanism to
help chapters with emergency situations in state capitals.
What are the top three issues you
are working on right now?
plan to give a lot of attention to
bills relating to state legislation, particularly state licensure. If bills are beingintroduced, EAPA wants to be sure
that chapters have input on their provisions from the outset, not after the
fact.
A second topic is confidentiality.
There is an immediate need to develop
a more detailed policy than we have.
will have to look at language proposed
in Congress. At the same time, all of us
must be sure state governments don't
jump in with multiple versions of language before federal positions are in
place.
actually have a third issue that
looms in every conversation I've had.
Regardless of how much success the
Clinton Administration eventually has
with healthcare reform, I think we will
continue to see a major restructuring
of the entire healthcare system. Because managed care is likely to be a
big part of that new system, I plan to
fight to see that the interests of EAPA
members are always at the forefront,
that their roles and business opportunities are protected.
What are your plans for working
with the state chapters?
hope to have the opportunity to
attend district EAPA meetings to put on
workshops and help chapters develop
materials for use by state legislators.
Since EAPA has a small national office, we may experience some difficulty keeping track of each state's
legislative agenda. By assigning one
key contact in each state and working

with him or
her to show
to
how
quickly get
on top of
state legislative issues, we should be able to protect the EA profession from unwanted
state initiatives.
If you had a chance to speak to each
and every EAPA member, what would
you say?
I'd like to encourage all EAPA members to become involved in legislative
and public policy activities locally and,
if possible, nationally. There are currently 92 EAPA chapters, 84 of which
have appointed national L&PP representatives. This past month asign-up
sheet for chapter L&PP Committees and
for the Federal Public Policy Network
was being circulated at chapter meetings (attended. These forms have also
been sent to chapter presidents so they
can be reproduced and circulated at
all EAPA meetings. By signing up,
members can become more knowledgeable and involved in both state
and federal issues.
We have a wonderful opportunity
to make our voice heard, and my impressions sofar are that legislators want
to hear the message employee assistance professionals are sending.
have urged all EAPA members to
become involved with the state-level
meetings preceding the White House
Conference on Small Business and the
remaining regional conferences on
1995 national drug policies. Members
also are encouraged to attend the L&PP
Department's major meetings at the
EAPA annual conference in Boston in
November, and the spring Public
Policy Conference inWashington, D.C.
in March 1995. During both events,
EAPA members will receive training on

how to work effectively with congressional and state legislators, in addition
to receiving updates on important legislative issues.
Everyone should plan to participate
C~?
in at least one of these events.
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CONSUMERS TODAY HAVE A WIDE ARRAY OF
.CREDIT AND CHARGE CARDS FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE.

describes the changing credit card marketplace and provides educators and communicators
with tools to help teach consumers how to make the choices that are right for them.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
EDUCATION ACTION KIT
Includes...
•Background information
• Reproducible handouts
• "Info-boxes" for newsletters
• Poster
f.
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CREDITWISE: COMING TO TERMS
A lively 15-minute video and leader's guide
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Featuring...

•Case studies of eight consumers
•Advice from experts
• Key credit card terms
• Credit card shopping tips
Easy to use materials for college through senior adult audiences.
First copy free of charge from American Express.
American Express Company
Office of Public Responsibility
200 Vesey Street
New York, New York 10285-4850
FAX# 212/640-4443
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Diagnostic-and Tracking Soffware
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SymptomDriven
Diagnostic
SystemPrimary Care
A quick, patient-administered
diagnostic screen to assist
the primary care physician
during the course of a routine
office visit to
•identify
• diagnose
• track. patients with possible
mental disorders

SDDS-PCT"" offers potential
benefits in terms of
•reduction in use of
medical services
• improved quality of,care
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• improved patient outcomes
• increased reimbursement
• time and cost reductions

~

•enhanced efficiency
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Call.today for
more information
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1-800-973-0369

Upjohn
O 1994 The Upjohn Company
USJ 2255.00
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• Evaluations •Family &Workplace Interventions •Inpatient
Detoxification &Rehabilitation • Aftercare s Partial Hospitalization
Program •Intensive Outpatient Care •"First Step" Program

•"Nurses Helping Nurses" ~ Comprehensive Family Services
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Abuse TreaCment Center

" ~~ ~ ; ~x ':: A Division oFSt. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center
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1000 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY 10019
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